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IZVLEČEK  
Magistrsko delo primerja konceptualne metafore v slovenščini in angleščini, s poudarkom na 
tistih metaforah, ki imajo za ciljno domeno športna tekmovanja in alpsko smučanje. Delo 
skuša določiti, do kakšne mere kulturno ozadje vpliva na konceptualizacijo in nastanek 
metafor v družbenih kontekstih. Prav zato je bilo za analizo izbrano alpsko smučanje – ta 
športna disciplina je namreč značilna za slovensko kulturo, ni pa prav preveč pogosta v 
angleški kulturi. Raziskava je narejena na izbranih slovenskih in angleških časopisnih člankih, 
ki poročajo o svetovnem prvenstvu v alpskem smučanju 2019 – ti članki služijo za korpus 
raziskave.  
Za določitev metafor sta uporabljeni kvalitativna metoda in postopek za ugotavljanje 
metaforičnih besed v besedilu skupine Pragglejaz. Metafore so nato razporejene glede na 
njihovo vrsto. Rezultati kažejo, da so si konceptualne metafore v slovenščini in angleščini v 
veliki meri precej podobne in se zgolj malenkostno razlikujejo, čeprav alpsko smučanje ni 
športna disciplina, ki bi jo pogosto povezovali z angleško kulturo. To lahko pripišemo 
dejstvu, da veliko metaphor ni omejenih zgolj na domeno alpskega smučanja, ampak 
športnega tekmovanja na splošno. Skoraj nič razlik ne najdemo pri orientacijskih in 
ontoloških metaforah in pri konceptualni metonimiji, kar je bilo pričakovano, precej pa se 
razlikujejo izrazi, ki so prevzeti iz drugih športov.  
Magistrsko delo najprej obravnava konceptualno teorijo metafore, primerja kognitivni pristop 
s klasičnim, obravnava vrste metafor in njihove značilnosti, poudarek pa je na kulturi in 
športu. Sledi analiza teksta in identificiranih metafor, predstavljeni in obravnavani so rezultati 
ter primerjane metafore v obeh jezikih. 
 
Ključne besede: konceptualna metafora, kultura, športno tekmovanje, alpsko smučanje, 
novinarski diskurz 
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ABSTRACT  
The thesis deals with the comparison of Slovene and English conceptual metaphors, with the 
focus on metaphors whose target domains are sports competitions and alpine skiing. The 
thesis tries to determine to what extent the cultural background influences the 
conceptualization and the making of the metaphors in the sports social context. Alpine skiing 
was chosen because this sports discipline is typical of Slovene culture and not very common 
in English culture. The analysis is made on a number of Slovene and English journalistic 
articles, reporting on the FIS Alpine World Ski Championships 2019, which represent the 
corpus for the analysis. The qualitative method and the Metaphor Identification Procedure by 
the Pragglejaz group are used for the identification of metaphors. The metaphors are grouped 
according to their types. The results show that the conceptual metaphors in Slovene and 
English are to a great extent similar with only some minor differences, despite the fact that 
alpine skiing is not a sports discipline commonly associated with English culture. This could 
be attributed to the fact that a lot of metaphors are not connected exclusively to alpine skiing 
domain, but to sports competitions in general. As expected, there are almost no differences 
with orientational and ontological metaphors and with conceptual metonymy, but there is a 
greater variation with the expressions taken from other sports disciplines. The thesis first 
discusses the Conceptual Metaphor Theory, compares the cognitive approach to the 
traditional views, discusses the types of metaphors and their characteristics, and just as well 
with regard to culture and sports. The analysis of the texts and the identified metaphors 
follow, the results are presented and discussed and the conceptual metaphors of the two 
languages compared. 
 
Key words: conceptual metaphor, culture, sports competition, alpine skiing, journalistic 
discourse 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
Every human being lives in an environment which is the product of its culture. Our 
mother tongue shapes this culture and at the same time reflects the environment. Through 
language we perform our thinking and perceive our reality. The opposite is also true; we 
develop language in such a way that it helps us survive in its environment.  
 
Each culture must provide a more or less successful way of dealing with its 
environment, both adapting to it and changing it. Moreover, each culture must define a 
social reality within which people have roles that make sense to them and in terms of 
which they can function socially. 
(Lakoff and Johnson 2003, 146) 
 
An important part of our thinking is formed by concepts and conceptual metaphors. 
These enable us to comprehend abstract entities more easily. Lakoff claims that “[m]etaphor 
is the main mechanism through which we comprehend abstract concepts and perform abstract 
reasoning” (Lakoff 2006, 232). Metaphors are partly grounded in our physical reality and 
partly in our cultural background. Precisely due to this groundedness in culture and language, 
conceptual metaphors vary across languages. After all, what is crucial for survival in one 
culture may not be as important in another. Consequently, some concepts are not as clearly 
expressed in certain cultures or may be even non-existent, whereas they exist in others. The 
researchers have already established for some metaphors to be universal, mainly those based 
on our physical environment (Lakoff and Johnson 2003, 57). On the other hand, metaphors 
which are more culture-based appear to be more diverse across cultures and these will be in 
the focus of this analysis. 
 
We can also claim that the more languages are unrelated the bigger is the difference in 
concepts and conceptual metaphors of these languages. In our analysis, we compare two 
languages, English and Slovene. These two languages share a similar cultural background and 
are both Indo-European languages, but they belong to two different sub-groups: English is a 
Germanic language and Slovene is a Slavic language. We can determine that these two 
cultures are fairly similar, both belonging to the more broadly defined Western culture, yet 
there are many differences between them, due to different historical and geographical factors. 
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Cultural aspects of conceptual metaphors are even more pronounced in social contexts, which 
is why we will focus on sports and competition discourse in our metaphor analysis. 
 
One can immediately see that Slovene and Anglo-Saxon cultures have developed very 
different sports disciplines as their typical sports. This has been of course influenced by their 
respective historical developments and geographical conditions. The Slovene territory 
includes the Alps with a thick snow cover, which altogether forms a natural resource for the 
development of skiing activities. On the other hand, the British Isles do not boast of very high 
mountains and snow is scarce, due to the influence of the Atlantic Ocean (with the exception 
of Scotland). Hence, the Anglo-Saxon culture developed more summer-typed sports like polo, 
cricket, horse-racing etc. 
 
As there are differences between Slovene and English cultures in sports, this also 
reflects in the corresponding Slovene and English languages. Slovene metaphors take from 
different source domains to describe the target domain of alpine skiing and competitions than 
the metaphors used in the English language. Moreover, the metaphors, referring to alpine 
skiing are richer and more widely spread in Slovene than in English, because this sport is 
more central to Slovene culture than to English culture. The aim of this thesis is to identify 
and compare the differences and similarities between Slovene and English metaphors 
describing the sport competitions, with the focus on alpine skiing. In my research I identify 
which source domains the two languages used to describe the target domains of SKIING, 
SPORTS, COMPETITION, and compare the metaphors between these two languages.  
 
Since both cultures are familiar with the concepts of SPORTS and COMPETITION, I 
expect that the conceptual metaphors referring to the sports competitions in general will be 
similar or even the same in both languages. However, I expect to find more frequent and more 
pervasive metaphors regarding the target domain of SKIING in Slovene language. On the 
other hand, English language will for the same target domain probably use the metaphors and 
linguistic expressions, typically used also in other sports disciplines. For example, a metaphor 
or an expression used originally in horse racing will be extended to the domain of skiing. 
According to the literature and other author’s work on conceptual metaphors, I foremost 
expect that the metaphor SPORT IS WAR will be used in both languages. Other than that, we 
may also find some other, non-typical structural metaphors, which occur in one or the other 
language. I expect that the orientational and ontological metaphors will be to a great extent 
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the same in both languages, since these metaphors are grounded in our physical environments 
(for example: up-down, in-out). 
 
The analysis is focused on metaphors regarding the sports competitions and alpine 
skiing, found in Slovene and English texts. The corpus consists of English and Slovene 
journalistic articles, reporting on the FIS Alpine World Skiing Championship 2019. Articles 
are taken from Eurosport for English language and MMC for Slovene language. The 
metaphorical expressions taken from these journalistic articles are then identified, analysed 
and compared. In the paper the qualitative method is used. The analysis is based 
predominantly on the journalistic language and to a very small extent on everyday speech; 
this only happens in cases where statements are given by athletes.  
 
The thesis first discusses the Conceptual Metaphor Theory, developed by George 
Lakoff and Mark Johnson in 1980. The cognitive approach to language and metaphors is 
compared to the traditional view. The thesis follows the cognitive approach. Types of 
metaphors are defined and the cultural aspects of metaphors are discussed, focusing on the 
variation between languages. Lastly, the theory on sports metaphors found in literature is also 
discussed. The thesis then focuses on the methodology of research, describing the Metaphor 
Identification Procedure by the Pragglejaz Group’s, which I followed when conducting the 
research. The results are presented according to the metaphor types and language, and the 
relevant examples are given. Some interesting aspects of these metaphors are discussed 
already in Chapter 4, but a more detailed and organized comparison and analysis of the 
metaphors in Slovene and English is presented in Chapter 5. The research provided also a 
number of metonymic expressions. Although metonymy cannot be equated with metaphor, 
because the mapping is done only within one domain, while metaphor involves mapping 
across different domains (Ungerer and Schmid 1996, 128), the metonymic expressions were 
quite interesting and frequent, so I included them in the research. Apart from metonymy, 
some interesting expressions taken from other sports disciplines are also analysed. All 
examples used in the analysis can be found in Appendix at the end of the thesis. 
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2. THE CONCEPTUAL METAPHOR THEORY WITH REGARD 
TO CULTURAL AND SPORTS ASPECTS  
This chapter focuses on the theory behind the conceptual metaphor, more precisely 
The Conceptual Metaphor Theory, first developed by Lakoff and Johnson in 1980. First, I 
briefly discuss the beginnings of cognitive linguistics and compare the traditional views on 
metaphor with the cognitive approach. In the second part I turn the attention to the Metaphor 
Theory itself, before that the terminology used is defined more precisely. After, I discuss 
various types of metaphors, according to their function (structural, orientational, ontological 
metaphors). In Chapter 2.4., universality and cultural variation and some translation problems 
with regard to the conceptual metaphors are discussed. Lastly, the theory on metaphors 
concerning sports and competitions is examined, as this field will represent our corpus for the 
metaphor analysis.  
2.1. Traditional and Cognitive View on Metaphors 
2.1.1. Development of Cognitive Linguistics 
Up until 1970s the linguists had considered the metaphors and meaning to be of 
secondary importance in language analysis. At the time, syntax was considered to be of main 
importance, especially for the linguists following the line of Chomskyan linguistics. However, 
some researchers were not interested in the structures specific only to language, but wanted to 
investigate the relation between language and mind – principles and linguistic structures with 
regard to the aspects outside the language itself. From this line of research grew the cognitive 
linguistics (International Cognitive Linguistics Association, n.d.). One of the main turning 
points within this field was the publication of Lakoff and Johnson’s work Metaphors We Live 
By in 1980, in which the authors lay down the foundations for the Conceptual Metaphor 
Theory. In the following years, a lot of additional work has been done, but Lakoff and 
Johnson’s work remains the basic work for any cognitive linguist. In this thesis, I base my 
research mainly on the principles of Conceptual Metaphor Theory, not disregarding, of 
course, other authors’ works. 
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2.1.2. Traditional vs. Cognitive View  
Lakoff and Johnson (2006, 3) start their discussion on metaphor with the remark that a 
metaphor is “for most people a device of poetic imagination and the rhetorical flourish – a 
matter of extraordinary rather than ordinary language.” This was a traditional approach to 
metaphor: the idea that metaphor only belongs to the poetic or literary language and that 
everything we utter in our everyday lives is strictly literal (Lakoff 2006, 187). What the 
traditionalists took for granted then was this idea that literary and everyday languages were 
two opposing types of discourse that had nothing to do with one another. Furthermore, these 
were analysed disregarding any other disciplines and as if language is independent from the 
factors such as culture, thought etc. 
 
In classical theories of language, metaphor was seen as a matter of language, not 
thought. Metaphorical expressions were assumed to be mutually exclusive with the 
realm of ordinary language: everyday language had no metaphor, and metaphor used 
mechanisms outside the realm of everyday conventional language. 
(Lakoff 2006, 185) 
 
We will briefly discuss two views on metaphors within the traditional approach and 
then compare these approaches to the cognitive view. Ungerer and Schmid (1996, 115) 
mention that “metaphor has traditionally been based on the notions ʻsimilarityʼ or 
ʻcomparisonʼ between the literal and the figurative meaning of an expression.” Knowles and 
Moon further describe two traditional approaches: the first one is based on transfer and the 
second one on comparison.  
 
One theory within the traditional approaches claims that “metaphor is considered as a 
kind of substitution or transfer. [...] The process of understanding metaphor consists of 
recognizing that a particular word or expression is polysemous and being used with a 
secondary metaphorical meaning, rather than its literal meaning” (Knowles and Moon 2006, 
66). This also corresponds with the origin of word metaphor, from Greek meta-, meaning 
“over, across”, and –pherein, “to carry, bear” (Online Etymology Dictionary). So according to 
this the speaker first processes the word as used in literal, more basic sense and only later 
makes a transfer to its secondary, metaphorical sense. This, however, has proven not to be the 
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case, as subjects in psycholinguistic experiments deciphered the figurative meaning as quickly 
or even quicker than the literal meaning (Gibbs 2002, 84-85). 
 
Another traditional approach claims that metaphor works on a comparison between 
two entities. “When a metaphor is used, it implies a similarity between the topic and vehicle 
of the metaphor, and is a shorthand way of saying that the vehicle “is like” the topic. The 
process of understanding metaphor is one of recognizing that it is a comparison, what the 
similarities are, and how the vehicle is relevant to the topic” (Knowles and Moon 2006, 67). 
Contrary, the cognitive approach shows clearly that it is not sufficient for two entities to be 
only similar, but there are many factors that contribute to the making of a metaphor. 
 
Cognitive linguistics view varies greatly from the traditional view – we could say it is 
even completely contrary to it. The traditional view of metaphor varies from the cognitive 
linguistics view in (at least) three major aspects. Among other things, the traditional view 
claims that: 
 
- metaphor is decorative speech; 
- it is a primarily linguistic phenomenon, and not conceptual (simply using one 
expression instead of another – comparison); 
- and the basis for a metaphor arises from the similarity between two entities. 
(Kövecses 2010b, 78) 
 
If we compare these claims to the cognitive approach, we can see how revolutionary 
this theory is in its views. According to Lakoff and Johnson (2003, 3) metaphors actually 
constitute a major part of our everyday communication and are not found solely in the 
literature as some kind of special language ornaments. What is more, they claim that 
metaphors are so pervasive in our lives, not because we speak in metaphors, but more 
importantly because we think in metaphors (more precisely in metaphorical concepts). This is 
the second point contradicting the traditional view, namely, metaphors in cognitive view are 
not a strictly linguistic phenomenon, but structure our thinking – they are “fundamentally 
conceptual, not linguistic, in nature” (Lakoff 2006, 232). And thirdly, not only does there 
exist a need for a sort of similarity to be present between the source and target domains, but in 
addition to this “conceptual metaphors are based on a variety of human experience, including 
correlations in experience, various kinds of non-objective similarity, biological and cultural 
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roots shared by the two concepts, and possibly others” (Kövecses 2010b, 79). Merely 
similarity is not sufficient, there needs to be a coherent set of correspondences between the 
two domains, which are based on a variety of physiological and cultural aspects. These 
features will be explained more in detail in the following chapters. 
 
Due to these traditional views, metaphor has never been in the centre of attention of 
linguistic studies, but rather left aside and regarded as a special language occurrence. Thanks 
to Lakoff and Johnson’s work, as well as other authors’ work done on this theory, we can 
today study the language from a new perspective, which offers us new insights in the 
languages, cultures and our conceptualization of the world. 
2.2. The Conceptual Metaphor Theory according to Lakoff and 
Johnson 
For the purpose of the following research, I need first to outline and define the theory 
on metaphors as described by Lakoff and Johnson. But prior to that, I will list and define the 
main terminology that I use in this research, as some of these expressions might be ambiguous 
or are used and understood slightly differently by various authors. 
 
Within the cognitive linguistics field there is an agreement that the metaphors are 
written in small capital letters, by stating first the target domain and equate it to the source 
domain, e.g. TIME IS MONEY. I will also use this kind of marking in the thesis. 
2.2.1. Terminology  
2.2.1.1. Metaphor and Metaphorical Expression 
First of all, the definitions of the terms “metaphor” and “metaphorical expression” are 
needed. When the term metaphor is used in this thesis, it always refers to the “conceptual 
metaphor”, which is in the focus of my analysis. If there should appear any other types of 
metaphors, these are explicitly stated, e. g. “poetic metaphor”. For the purpose of this thesis, I 
use these expressions in the same senses Lakoff and Johnson have defined them. The majority 
of other authors also use these terms in the said senses. The term “metaphor” is here used 
when referring to the thought processes, so the conceptual mappings, and it is distinct from 
“metaphorical expression”, which is a strictly linguistic realization, based on these mappings. 
The term “metaphor” might also be used as encompassing both the mappings and the 
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linguistic expressions. However, I will keep these two occurrences distinct, following 
Lakoff’s model: 
 
Metaphor, as a phenomenon, involves both conceptual mappings and individual 
linguistic expressions. It is important to keep them distinct. Since it is the mappings 
that are primary and that state the generalizations that are our principal concern, we 
have reserved the term “metaphor” for the mappings, rather than for the linguistic 
expressions. 
(Lakoff 2006, 192) 
 
2.2.1.2. Figurative and Literal Language  
Lakoff (2006, 232) states that “[even] though much of our conceptual system is 
metaphorical, a significant part of it is nonmetaphorical. Metaphorical understanding is 
grounded in nonmetaphorical understanding.” Of course not all language can be metaphorical 
(or figurative), a great part is still literal, especially expressions concerning spatial and other 
physical relations. The term figurative language encompasses all metaphorical expressions, 
while the literal language includes expressions that are strictly non-metaphorical. Consider 
these two examples: 
(1) She is in the room. 
(2) She is in love. 
Example (1) is an instance of literal language, when a person is physically in the room, 
whereas example (2) is an instance of ontological metaphor, where love is seen as a container, 
or some sort of substance, and a person is seen as being metaphorically in this container, or 
submerged in a substance (see Chapter 2.3.4.). 
 
2.2.1.3. Source Domain, Target Domain and Mapping  
Every conceptual metaphor is defined by a mapping from a source domain to a target 
domain. The source domain is more concrete and serves as a basis of a metaphor, whereas 
target domain is more abstract. Elements from the source domain are then mapped to the 
corresponding elements of the target domain. Kövecses (2010b, 327) defines these terms as 
follows: “Conceptual metaphors are characterized by a set of conceptual correspondences 
between elements of the source and target domains.” For example, in ARGUMENT IS WAR 
metaphor, war represents the source domain, and argument the target domain: 
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(3) He attacked every weak point in my argument. 
(4) I’ve never won an argument with him. 
(5) You disagree? Okay, shoot! 
(Kövecses 210b, 6) 
 
2.2.1.4. Conceptual Metonymy  
The thesis will partly also deal with metonymy, so we should also define this 
expression for the purposes of further analysis. Metonymy functions similarly as metaphor, 
except that instead of the mapping from a source domain to a target domain, the mapping is 
done within the same conceptual domain (Ungerer and Schmid 1996, 128). Lakoff and 
Johnson (2003, 37) further emphasize that conceptual metonymy is, like metaphor, not just a 
poetic device, but it is part of ordinary language and serves for the way we think, act and talk. 
Its purpose is similar to that of the metaphor: “Thus metonymy serves some of the same 
purposes that metaphor does, and in somewhat the same way, but it allows us to focus more 
specifically on certain aspects of what is being referred to.” (Lakoff and Johnson 2003, 37). 
 
Some of the most common conceptual metonymies are PART FOR WHOLE, 
PRODUCER FOR PRODUCT, CONTAINER FOR CONTENTS, BODY PART FOR PERSON etc. 
Examples: 
(6) I’m reading Shakespeare. (PRODUCER FOR PRODUCT) 
(7) America doesn’t want another Pearl Harbor. (PLACE FOR EVENT) 
(8) The sax has the flu today. (OBJECT USED FOR USER) 
(Kövecses 2010b, 172) 
 
2.2.1.5. Highlighting and Hiding 
As we have already seen, metaphors, with their mappings between source and target 
domains and various factors influencing the making of a metaphor, are quite complex in its 
essence. So there is a number of choices for each metaphor and finally, only one, and not 
another mapping is chosen. This is called highlighting or hiding:  
 
In hiding, of the several aspects of a target domain, only some are focused by the 
source domain. The ones that are not in focus are said to be hidden. [...] In 
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highlighting, of the several aspects of a target domain, some are focused on by the 
source domain. The source domain is said to highlight these aspects of the target. 
(Kövecses 2010b, 326) 
 
2.2.2. The Conceptual Metaphor Theory 
We have already discussed that the classical language theories did not pay much 
attention to the metaphors, regarding them as special occurrences in language and as poetic 
devices, as if they are appearing only in literature and never in everyday language (Lakoff 
2006, 185). Lakoff and Johnson’s Conceptual Metaphor Theory rejects this claim, stating that 
metaphor is very much indeed part of our everyday lives – so much, that we do not just speak 
in metaphors, but that these metaphors actually form out conceptual system, meaning that we 
think in concepts which are conditioned by metaphors: 
 
We have found, on the contrary, that metaphor is pervasive in everyday life, not just in 
language but in thought and action. Our ordinary conceptual system, in terms of which 
we both think and act, is fundamentally metaphorical in nature. [...] Our concepts 
structure what we perceive, how we get around in the world, and how we relate to 
other people. Our conceptual system thus plays a central role in defining our everyday 
realities. 
(Lakoff and Johnson 2003, 3) 
 
This theory thus places metaphor to the centre of language analysis. It is not only a 
matter of language, but structures our thought and consequently our lives. The metaphor 
becomes central to our thinking and directs our perception of the world. “Metaphor is the 
main mechanism through which we comprehend abstract concepts and perform abstract 
reasoning” (Lakoff 2006, 232). So we use metaphor to guide our thinking in order to more 
easily understand abstract concepts. These are usually harder to grasp than more concrete 
concepts, of which we make sense more easily. Lakoff and Johnson describe this occurrence 
as follows: “The essence of metaphor is understanding and experiencing one kind of thing in 
terms of another. [...] The concept is metaphorically structured, the activity is metaphorically 
structured, and, consequently, the language is metaphorically structured” (Lakoff and Johnson 
2003, 5). We use metaphorically structured concepts through which we act and speak, so the 
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metaphorical language is actually a consequence of our thought process and not an 
independent language occurrence. 
 
This is probably the most important claim of the Conceptual Metaphor Theory – that 
metaphor is not primarily a language phenomenon, but a matter of thought. Lakoff and 
Johnson (2003, 192) state that “[t]he metaphor is not just a matter of language, but of though 
and reason. The language is secondary. The mapping is primary, in that it sanctions the use of 
source domain language and inference patterns for target domain concepts.” Metaphors are in 
fact much more coherent than it would appear at first sight and this also functions as evidence 
for this theory. Lakoff (2006, 191) explains that “metaphors are mappings, that is, sets of 
conceptual correspondences.” More precisely, metaphors are mappings from source domain 
to target domain. In other words, when one makes use of metaphors, one describes an abstract 
concept in terms of a more concrete concept. Lakoff (2006, 189) gives the following example 
of the conceptual metaphor LOVE RELATIONSHIP IS A JOURNEY: 
(9) It’s been a long, bumpy road. 
(10) We may have to go our separate ways. 
(11) We’re spinning our wheels. 
(12) Our relationship is off the track. 
(13) The marriage is on the rocks. 
 
What we can see from these examples is that the metaphor takes from the source 
domain of JOURNEY, which is more concrete, and maps to the target domain of LOVE 
RELATIONSHIP, which is more abstract. So within this metaphor, we can understand that the 
lovers are travellers, their relationship is a sort of a vehicle (a car, a train, a ship...), their 
common goal is a destination, impediments on the journey are problems in their relationship, 
etc. (Lakoff 2006, 191-192) This shows that metaphors form a central part of our thinking, 
our conceptual system, and are therefore not just random appearances in language. Lakoff 
states that “[i]f metaphors were merely linguistic expressions, we would expect different 
linguistic expressions to be different metaphors.” (Lakoff 2006, 192) On the contrary, they are 
surprisingly systematic, as all these metaphoric expressions constitute the same metaphor. 
 
Lakoff (2006, 186) proposes that, similarly as we have seen with the example of love 
relationship, all other abstract concepts in our everyday lives are metaphorical. In fact, as 
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conceptual metaphors are so deeply integrated in our minds, we are generally not aware of the 
fact that we are using metaphors to refer to these abstract concepts. 
 
You don’t have a choice as to whether to think metaphorically. Because metaphorical 
maps are part of our brains, we will think and speak metaphorically whether we want 
to or not. Since the mechanism of metaphor is largely unconscious, we will think and 
speak metaphorically, whether we know it or not. 
(Lakoff and Johnson 2003, 257) 
 
Further evidence that metaphors form part of our thinking process is given via 
psycholinguistic experiments, where people were given different metaphorical and literal 
expressions to interpret and the time it took them to interpret these was measured. The results 
of these experiments showed that participants took no longer to decipher metaphorical 
expressions compared to literal expressions (Gibbs 2002, 84-85). Gibbs further explains why 
this is so: 
 
People do not find figurative language any more difficult to process than literal 
discourse, because both types of language arise from figurative schemes of thought 
that are a dominant part of our conceptual system. [...] Second, people may find 
figurative language readily understandable when these utterances are encountered in 
realistic discourse contexts. 
(Gibbs 2002, 85) 
 
Due to this unconscious usage of metaphors and their frequency in language, some 
metaphors have become lexicalized and researchers labelled certain metaphors as dead 
metaphors (Ungerer and Schmid 1996, 117). These metaphors will be discussed more in 
detail in Chapter 2.3.1. 
 
Not only did these experiments show that participants decipher figurative language as 
quickly as literal language, when they were asked to describe the image corresponding to the 
metaphor, but their descriptions were also surprisingly consistent: 
 
Evidence suggests that conventional idiomatic and metaphorical meanings are 
processed directly. However, there is also evidence that, if different informants are 
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asked for mental images of the metaphorical content, they are not only able to describe 
these images but there is remarkable consistency between them. 
(Knowles and Moon 2006, 71) 
 
There only appeared slight differences between American and British informants: 
when describing the image of the metaphor “spill the beans”, they all described a container, 
accidental spilling and widely dispersed beans that are difficult to retrieve. The difference was 
that the American informants described the image of uncooked beans, whereas the British 
informants had the image of baked beans in a can (Knowled and Moon 2006, 71). This 
suggests that while image schemas are primarily based on our bodily experience, culture also 
has an important impact on our conceptual metaphors. In this case the two cultures are 
relatively similar, sharing the same language, but these differences become greater when more 
diverse cultures are compared. The cultural differences in metaphors are further discussed in 
Chapter 2.4. 
2.3. Types of Conceptual Metaphors 
There are various possible categorizations of metaphors in literature. In this chapter I 
discuss in detail the types of metaphors divided according to their function, which is the 
categorization I also use in the analysis. 
2.3.1. “Dead” Metaphors 
As already mentioned before (Chapter 2.2.2.), this type of metaphor appeared due to 
the fact that most metaphors are so well-built into our thinking and language that we do not 
actually perceive them as metaphors any more: “The system of conventional conceptual 
metaphor is mostly unconscious, automatic, and used with no noticeable effort, just like our 
linguistic system and the rest of our conceptual system” (Lakoff 2006, 232). The notion of the 
so-called metaphor has been rejected by many authors. Lakoff claims that precisely the 
metaphors that are so integrated in the language that we actually do not notice their existence, 
are the most important ones, in regard to how they guide our thought processes: “Our system 
of conventional metaphor is ʻaliveʼ in the same sense that our system of grammatical and 
phonological rules is alive; namely, it is constantly in use, automatically, and below the level 
of consciousness” (Lakoff 2006, 232-233). Similarly as the grammatical patterns in a 
language show the importance of certain concepts in language, so does metaphor. For 
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example, one would not consider the sentence “She is in love” as metaphorical, but it is in fact 
an example of an ontological metaphor, conceptualizing “love” as a container or a substance 
and being in this substance is conceptualized as being physically submerged in it. Ungerer and 
Schmid also conclude that “from a cognitive perspective is that the metaphors that have 
consciously been built into the language by long-established conventions are the most 
important ones” (Ungerer and Schmid 1996, 119). 
2.3.2. Structural Metaphor 
The structural metaphor is perhaps the most noticeable metaphor and Lakoff even 
suggests that all metaphors are in fact structural metaphors. These are metaphors where “one 
concept is metaphorically structured in terms of another” (Lakoff and Johnson 2003, 14). 
These metaphors make use of our knowledge of the world as we see it, which serves for the 
source domain with which we describe our intended target domain. 
 
In this kind of metaphor, the source domain provides a relatively rich knowledge 
structure for the target concept. In other words, the cognitive function of these 
metaphors is to enable speakers to understand target A by means of the structure of 
source B. 
(Kövecses 2010b, 37) 
An example of this metaphor is TIME IS MONEY: 
(14) You’re wasting my time. 
(15) That flat tire cost me an hour. 
(16) Do you have much time left? 
(Lakoff and Johnson 2003, 7-8) 
2.3.3. Orientational Metaphor 
Orientational metaphors are metaphors which make use of the spatial orientation for 
the source domain, such as up-down, in-out, central-peripheral (Lakoff and Johnson 2003, 
14).  These help “to make a set of target concepts coherent in our conceptual system” 
(Kövecses 2010b, 40). These metaphors take from our physical experience and are thus not 
that strictly defined by our cultural background. However, they are not that easy to notice in a 
language, as some of the expressions seem very natural, and if not careful, one could mark 
them as “dead” metaphors, or even as literal language. 
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Example of orientational metaphor: HAPPY IS UP; SAD IS DOWN 
(17) I’m feeling up. 
(18) You’re in high spirits. 
(19) I’m feeling down. 
(20) I’m depressed. 
(Lakoff and Johnson 2003, 15) 
2.3.4. Ontological Metaphor 
Ontological metaphors help us define abstract entities as if having physical properties 
and actual definable limits. What is interesting is that the containers which serve as a source 
domain are also quite vague themselves: “What this means is that we conceive of our 
experiences in terms of objects, substances, and containers, in general, without specifying 
exactly what kind of object, substance, or container is meant” (Kövecses 2010b, 38). 
 
Container metaphor is a typical case of ontological metaphor, where we conceptualize 
abstract entities as containers. Some examples of container metaphor are: 
(21) The ship is coming into view. 
(22) Are you in the race on Sunday? 
(23) How did Jerry get out of washing windows? 
(24) We’re out of trouble now. 
(Lakoff and Johnson 2003, 32) 
 
In these examples, visual field, events, activities and states are seen as some kind of 
containers – being in the container means participating in an event or activity, being in a state, 
or being able to perceive an object. 
 
A subcategory of ontological metaphor is also personification. This type of metaphor 
conveys a non-human entity in terms of human characteristics. These are “extensions of 
ontological metaphors and [...] they allow us to make sense of phenomena in the world in 
human terms” (Lakoff and Johnson 2003, 34). Personification is an ontological metaphor as it 
provides more definite limits to abstract entities – in this case these are limited to the bodies 
and actions of human beings. “This allows us to comprehend a wide variety of experiences 
with nonhuman entities in terms of human motivations, characteristics, and activities” (Lakoff 
and Johnson 2003, 33). Here are some examples of personification: 
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(25) Life has cheated me. 
(26) Inflation is eating up our profits. 
(27) Cancer finally caught up with him. 
(Lakoff and Johnson 2003, 33) 
 
Human behaviour is easier to grasp for us, this is why it represents a source domain 
for these metaphors. While inflation might appear as an alien concept, which behaviour we do 
not conceptualize completely, we can more readily understand it in terms of a person, who is 
eating our food, or profits (Lakoff and Johnson 2003, 33-34). 
2.4. Universality and Variation of Metaphor across Cultures 
The question that still troubles cognitive linguists and anthropologists is the question 
of universality and variation of metaphors. Some conceptual metaphors appear to be 
universal, others widespread across the cultures, and some are culture-specific (Lakoff 2006, 
233). To partly answer this question, we have to take a look at how the metaphors are 
grounded in our reality; where these concepts actually come from, and why one domain is 
used for a certain metaphor instead of another. 
 
First of all, we need to understand where the metaphors originate from. They are 
mostly based in our everyday lives, experience from our physical surroundings as well as a 
cultural background. We call this occurrence the grounding of metaphor: “Conceptual 
metaphors are grounded in, or motivated by, human experience. The experiential basis of 
metaphor involves just this groundedness-in-experience. Specifically, we experience the 
interconnectedness of two domains of experience, and this justifies for us conceptually linking 
the two domains” (Kövecses 2010b, 325). In other words, the source domain is taken from 
more concrete aspects of our everyday life – these may be either more physical or more 
cultural. 
 
Lakoff and Johnson point out that there is a broad background of physical as well as 
cultural influences, which are fully intertwined. All this together forms the basis for the 
grounding of a certain metaphor: “In other words, what we call ʻdirect physical experienceʼ is 
never merely a matter of having a body of a certain sort; rather, every experience takes place 
within a vast background of cultural presuppositions” (Lakoff and Johnson 2003, 57). Our 
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experience of the world is always strictly subjective and a consequence of all the factors from 
our surroundings, varying from physical orientation in space to cultural influence. 
 
It is also interesting to notice that not all metaphors we could think of would actually 
function as natural in a language. This is the consequence of precisely this vast background of 
all experience and of all the factors which contribute to the grounding of a metaphor and its 
existence in the first place. 
 
[C]onceptual metaphors are based on a variety of human experience, including 
correlations in experience, various kinds of non-objective similarity, biological and 
cultural roots shared by the two concepts, and possibly others. All of these may 
provide sufficient motivation for the selection of source B1 over B2 or B3 for the 
comprehension of target A. Given such motivation, it makes sense to speakers of a 
language to use B1, rather than, say, B2 or B3, to comprehend A. They consequently 
feel that the conceptual metaphors that they use are somehow natural. 
(Kövecses 2010b, 79) 
 
As already mentioned above, Lakoff and Johnson (2003, 119) claim that conceptual 
metaphors arise partly from the physical environment partly from the cultural background: 
“The kind of conceptual system we have is a product of the kind of beings we are and the way 
we interact with our physical and cultural environments.” They propose that since we all have 
the same, or at least similar, physical predispositions, the metaphors that are grounded more 
in the physical environment are more likely to be universal; whereas those grounded more in 
cultural environment are more likely to vary across cultures. 
 
What is more, the metaphors which have been proven to be near-universal (such as 
HAPPINESS IS UP), still display some specific cultural variation in individual cases: “In those 
cases where a conceptual metaphor is universal, its universality obtains a generic level, while 
the same conceptual metaphor shows cultural variation at the specific level” (Kövecses 
2010b, 324). In other words, the metaphor itself remains the same, but the metaphorical 
expressions may vary. Kövecses (2010, 197) adds that there is most likely some universal 
motivation behind these occurrences, but he does not exclude accidental cases, or borrowings 
from other languages. So, for example, orientational and ontological metaphors (such as 
HAPPINESS IS UP), which originate more from our physical properties, are more likely to be 
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universal. On the other hand, structural metaphors (such as TIME IS MONEY) are more 
strongly based on a specific culture, and are more likely to be culture-specific. Lakoff and 
Johnson also distinguish between experience that is more physical or more cultural: 
 
However, even if we grant that every experience involves cultural presuppositions, we 
can still make the important distinction between experiences that are “more” physical, 
such as standing up, and those that are “more” cultural, such as participating in a 
wedding ceremony. 
(Lakoff and Johnson 2003, 57) 
 
Still, we must not disregard the fact that all our experience is intricate and 
interconnected and that no metaphor is a simple matter of only one factor: physical, cultural, 
or some other.  
2.4.1. Translation of Metaphors 
With regard to the following analysis, we should take into account that not all 
metaphors can be directly translated into a foreign language, especially if the two languages 
and two corresponding cultures are not very closely related (in our case English as a 
Germanic language and Slovene as a Slavic language; although they both developed from the 
Indo-European language). Each metaphor forms quite complicated sets of correspondences 
between two domains, and metaphorical expressions appear in all types of lexical items (from 
relatively simple prepositional uses to idioms and multiple-sentence metaphorical 
expressions). This makes the translations and a search of corresponding items much more 
complex. Knowles and Moon (2006, 82-83) state that translations of idioms and metaphors 
may be straightforward at times, sometimes they may differ, and in some cases a metaphor is 
even no-existent. 
 
The same metaphor may exist in both the source language (or original language) and 
the target language (or language into which the text is being translated). [...] 
Sometimes languages have corresponding metaphors, but they differ in frequency or 
formality, so a translator might well choose a different form of words. [...] Some 
metaphors do not translate exactly into other languages, although there may be very 
similar metaphors which exploit the same underlying concept. [...] In other cases, there 
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is no institutionalized metaphorical equivalent at all, and so the only or best translation 
would be non-metaphorical. 
(Knowles and Moon 2006, 89-91) 
 
Each language, and its corresponding culture, has a set of concepts that are culturally 
more important and concepts that are not. Consequently, different languages develop different 
concepts and different conceptual metaphors. So, those concepts that are culturally-based are 
more likely to have metaphors specific to a certain language. This thesis focuses on an 
activity belonging to a social context, i.e. sports, so the cultural aspects will be much more 
important in the analysis than physical experience.  
2.5. Metaphor in Sports and Competition 
Sports and sports competitions are a social context in which we come across various 
metaphors: plenty of those are already conventionalized, but a great number of these 
represents novel, original instances, which still function within the scope of conventionalized 
patterns (which is necessary for the recipients to accept and understand these metaphors): 
“Sport is a social context in which the commentators can use and mix metaphors to an 
unprecedented degree” (Knowles and Moon 2006, 107). Sports language then serves as a 
great source of both conventional and novel metaphors. 
 
The greatest part of reporting and describing of sports events is done by journalists. 
This is why most of the examples are taken from either journalistic articles (written discourse) 
or commentaries (spoken discourse). However, this type of journalistic discourse 
consequently dictates certain metaphorical usages that are adopted by the general public. In 
bigger international sports events, such as World Championships and the Olympic Games, the 
reporters and journalists from all over the world report on a certain sports event. Because of 
this, there may also be a lot of borrowings between the languages, especially from the 
predominant English language to other languages. 
 
In literature on conceptual metaphors, we often encounter the SPORT IS WAR 
metaphor. Apart from that, authors also claim that animal metaphors are popular with regard 
to sport competitions: 
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One of the most common of metaphorical usages in sports has to do with the concept 
of war, where WAR is the source for the target of SPORT. [...] The SPORT IS WAR 
metaphor can be seen and exemplified in the two headlines below: 
Big guns go into battle over Keane 
(Richard Tanner and Harry Harris Daily Express, 15 October 2002) 
Wayne’s Waterloo 
(Will Buckley The Observer, 2 February 2003) 
(Konwles and Moon 2006, 109) 
 
Knowles and Moon list two examples of the SPORT IS WAR metaphor. As we can see, 
both are taken from the newspapers, reporting on certain sport events. Kövecses (2010b, 85) 
further explains why the notion of war is a natural choice for this source domain. He claims 
that the source domain derives from the historical origin of the sport itself, i.e. from the 
domain of fighting: 
 
The same root seems to apply to the metaphor SPORT IS WAR, as in “My team did not 
use the right strategy,” “the two battling teams,” “to go to a training camp,” and many 
others. Many prototypical sports–such as soccer, rugby, American football, wrestling, 
and boxing–evolved from war and fighting, and here again, the target domain took its 
historical origin as its source domain. 
(Kövecses 2010b, 85) 
 
However, if we consider this metaphor more closely, we can see that it is not precise 
enough. Sport can come in various shapes and sizes – one of the distinctions is recreational as 
opposed to competitive sport. Dervent (2016, 262) discusses the conceptualization of sports 
metaphors. In her article, the attitude toward sport is described as “life”, “emotion”, 
“essential”, “interaction”, and “dependency”. This seems to have nothing in common with 
SPORT IS WAR metaphor. We must understand that “sport” in her article is not understood as 
professional sport, where one country or club’s representatives compete in a sports 
competition, but rather as entertainment, recreational or free time activity or a personal view 
on sport. A better metaphor would then be A SPORTS COMPETITION IS WAR, since it takes 
into account the competitive part of the sport, a dimension which is missing with the 
recreational or personal view. Lakoff (1994) provides some examples with COMPETITION as 
target domain: 
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COMPETITION IS 1 ON 1 PHYSICAL AGGRESSION 
He clobbered me at tennis. 
I beat him at chess. 
They really murdered the other team. 
COMPETITION IS A RACE 
The arms race. 
We've been playing chess for years, and he's finally pulling ahead of me. 
COMPETITION IS WAR 
The other team sent in the cavalry against us. 
We took over the ball deep in their territory. 
They battled each other over the chess board every week. 
(Lakoff 1994) 
 
Note that these examples do not necessarily refer to sport competitions, but any 
competition in general. Nonetheless, we can still apply these metaphors to the sport 
competitions. 
 
Apart from the war metaphor, animal metaphors are also very popular with regard to 
sport teams and sport competitions: “Animal metaphors are not uncommon in the language of 
sports reporting or in the naming of teams in different sports. In the United States, the 
Chicago Bulls are a well-known American basketball team” (Knowles and Moon 2006, 106). 
Animal metaphors can be also found in Slovene language.  
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3. RESEARCH 
The chapter defines the method used in the research, outlines the corpus of texts and 
discusses the actual conducting of the research and analysis. The main aim of the research is 
to compare Slovene and English conceptual metaphors in a sports context. In the research a 
qualitative method is used. The corpus for the analysis is formed by a set of Slovene and 
English journalistic articles, reporting on alpine skiing events. The articles are limited to the 
articles in the Slovene and the English languages, reporting on the same events in the scope of 
FIS Alpine Skiing World Championships 2019. 
 
Metaphors and metaphorical expressions are often difficult to define, because these are 
mostly multi-word expressions and vary significantly across languages. This is why Bratož 
(2010, 167-172) suggests that in the contrastive metaphor analysis one of the most reasonable 
methods of analysing metaphors is on text level. She also suggests that it is best to find the 
relevant parallel texts in both languages for the analysis. The problem with metaphors is that 
it is difficult to find them in corpus on one-word metaphorical basis and that in different 
languages we do not always find the exact word-to-word equivalents. Following Bratož’s 
advice, I have decided to find parallel Slovene and English articles within the domain of 
journalistic language and alpine skiing sports context. In these articles I then identify, analyse 
and compare individual metaphorical expressions, taken from these texts. In the analysis of 
the texts I follow the MIP, which stands for “metaphor identification procedure” and has been 
suggested by Pragglejaz group
1
:  
 
The MIP is as follows: 
1. Read the entire text-discourse to establish a general understanding of the meaning. 
2. Determine the lexical units in the text-discourse. 
3a. For each lexical unit in the text, establish its meaning in context, that is, 
how it applies to an entity, relation, or attribute in the situation evoked by 
the text (contextual meaning). Take into account what comes before and 
after the lexical unit. 
                                                          
111
 The members of the Pragglejaz group were Peter Crisp, Raymond Gibbs, Alice Deignan, Graham Low, 
Gerard Steen, Lynne Cameron, Elena Semino, Joe Grady, Alan Cienki and Zoltan Kovecses. The name of the 
group “Pragglejaz” consists of the first letters of the members’ names. 
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3b. For each lexical unit, determine if it has a more basic contemporary 
meaning in other contexts than the one in the given context. For our 
purposes, basic meanings tend to be: 
 More concrete; what they evoke is easier to imagine, see, hear, feel, 
smell, and taste. 
 Related to bodily action. 
 More precise (as opposed to vague). 
 Historically older. 
Basic meanings are not necessarily the most frequent meanings of the 
lexical unit. 
3c. If the lexical unit has a more basic current–contemporary meaning in other 
contexts than the given context, decide whether the contextual meaning 
contrasts with the basic meaning but can be understood in comparison with 
it. 
4. If yes, mark the lexical unit as metaphorical. 
(Pragglejaz Group 2007, 3) 
 
Due to the inherent complexity of metaphors, this procedure proved to be useful for 
locating the metaphorical expressions in texts. Because the metaphors shape the way of our 
thinking and are thus most of the time used subconsciously, it is sometimes difficult to even 
identify them as metaphors. A researcher needs to eliminate him or herself from the usual way 
of thinking and read the texts carefully and multiple times, in order to determine whether a 
lexical unit is metaphorical or literal. The meaning of lexical units (metaphorical or non-
metaphorical) may also vary in different contexts. This is why it is necessary to read the text 
first for context understanding and only after with the purpose of identifying a lexical unit. 
Each lexical unit is then defined as literal or metaphorical, according to the above-mentioned 
conditions. 
 
The actual research was conducted as follows: For the corpus of the analysis served 26 
of Slovene and English journalistic articles: 13 Slovene articles and 13 English articles. The 
analysed articles were taken from the online newspapers. The Slovene articles were collected 
from the main national multimedia portal MMC, which is under the patronage of RTV, the 
Slovenian national network. The English articles were taken from Eurosport, a European 
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sports network. The articles were acquired on every day of the FIS Alpine Skiing World 
Championships 2019, taking place in Ǻre, Sweden, from 5 February to 17 February 2019. 
Every day, the article reporting on the biggest news of that day has been chosen, and 
whenever possible, the articles in Slovene and English covered the same topic. This way, the 
language and the topic discussed were fairly similar and comparable. Two days of the event 
(7 February and 13 February) proved to be problematic, because there were no races on those 
days and consequently no articles reporting on the races. Alternative articles were chosen, but 
these articles did not provide as much material for the analysis. On 13 February there were no 
suitable English articles, so an additional article was chosen on the next day. It proved to be 
easier to choose and collect Slovene articles, because these were the central topics of the 
Slovene sports reporting. Contrarily, English articles reporting on alpine skiing were not 
considered the main sports topic of each day. 
 
After the texts had been collected, they were thoroughly read and all possible 
metaphorical expressions as well as all other exceptional expressions were highlighted for 
further analysis. The compiled list of metaphorical expressions was then re-analysed in order 
to eliminate the expressions which were not properly metaphorical or too ambiguous to be 
used in the analysis. The remaining metaphorical expressions were then arranged according to 
the corresponding conceptual metaphors in Slovene and English languages and according to 
their type (see Chapter 2.3.). I first focused on structural metaphors, which are easiest to 
distinguish, and then I also searched for orientational and ontological metaphors, which are 
more abstract and have sometimes been more problematic to identify. The metaphors in 
Slovene and English were then compared in order to find similarities, differences and any 
interesting occurrences with regard to their cultural backgrounds. Some metaphors were 
found to occur frequently in both languages, while other metaphorical expressions were more 
culture-specific, with no metaphorical equivalent in the other language.  
 
The analysis focuses mostly on the conceptual metaphors pertaining to the domain of 
sports competitions (including the athletes, winning and losing, the leader board standings 
etc.), but during the research, I have also encountered some other interesting expressions 
within this sports context which could not be disregarded as meaningless. Such expressions 
which were also included in the analysis were conceptual metonymy and expressions taken 
from other sports disciplines. 
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4. RESULTS 
The Slovene and English journalistic articles on the FIS Alpine World Ski 
Championships 2019 in Ǻre, Sweden provided plenty of metaphorical expressions in both 
languages. Some metaphorical expressions occur frequently in texts in both languages and for 
those we can claim they are general enough to form conceptual metaphors in Slovene as well 
as English (for example the SPORT IS WAR metaphor). We can also observe a pattern with 
some other metaphorical expressions; however not all of them are as dominant in both 
languages or are not as frequent in this particular context of journalistic articles reporting on a 
skiing event. In the research I focus on the metaphors pertaining to the domain of sports 
competitions, which include the athletes, winning (a medal) or losing, leader board standings 
etc. I also encountered some other interesting expressions pertaining to this sports context 
which should not be disregarded. 
 
The metaphors in the analysis are organized according to their type (as discussed in 
Chapter 2.3.). I mainly focus on structural metaphors, which are most distinctive in the texts. 
Then I also discuss orientational and ontological metaphors, which are a bit more abstract, 
and therefore more difficult to identify, but not of any lesser importance. Last but not least, I 
also discuss some metonymic expressions pertaining to sport and winning as well as some 
other interesting expressions taken from other sports. 
4.1. Structural Metaphors 
Structural metaphors are most likely to differ culturally as they take mostly from our 
cultural knowledge for the source domain. The shared cultural knowledge provides for the 
same or at least similar metaphors in both languages, whereas cultural differences contribute 
to different metaphor variations. 
 
4.1.1. SPORTS COMPETITION IS WAR 
The most obvious and wide-spread conceptual metaphor found in the sports texts is 
SPORT IS WAR. This is not surprising as it was already established by the authors who 
discussed the conceptual metaphors in sports (Knowles and Moon, Kövcses...). However, I 
already discussed another aspect of this metaphor (see Chapter 2.5.), namely that not all types 
of sport (such as recreational sport or sport serving other purposes like staying fit, having fun) 
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can be attributed competitiveness. So in the analysis, I focus on a slightly upgraded metaphor 
SPORTS COMPETITION IS WAR. On the other hand, sports competitions, and especially 
bigger, world-scale sports events (such as World Championships which is also central to this 
analysis) are definitely primarily competitive events and in this narrower view the more 
general SPORT IS WAR metaphor applies as well. The analysis shows that the conceptual 
metaphor SPORTS COMPETITION IS WAR can be found in a number of metaphorical 
expressions in both Slovene and English texts.  
 
The most obvious metaphorical expressions that appear both in the source domain of 
war and battle and in the target domain of sports competitions are the expressions of winning 
and losing: “winning/losing a race is winning/losing a war”. One might claim that this is no 
longer metaphorical. However, if we take into account all other metaphorical expressions 
which form the SPORT IS WAR metaphor, we can see that there is a consistent pattern that 
forms the mapping between the domains and these expressions are part of the mapping. 
(28) Avstrijke, ki od leta 2011 (Görgl) čakajo na novo zlato (na prejšnjih dveh prvenstvih 
sta jim ga “vzeli” Tina Maze in Ilka Štuhec), so bile poražene. [6] 
(29) That defeat brought to an end a run of five straight World Championship podium 
finishes in the event for Sweden. [21] 
These examples show that both languages use similar expressions to describe the success or 
failure of the national teams. 
 
The athletes who are participating in a race are soldiers who are fighting. Their run 
down the slope is a “battle” and they are at the same time fighting a battle with their 
opponents and the conditions on the slope. They are “attacking the slope” and “fighting until 
the end”. Similar expressions can be found in both Slovene and English languages: 
(30) “V finalu sem napadla na vso moč. Vedela sem, da bo v teh razmerah velik boj za 
medalje.” [12] 
(31) “Po vertikali sem se morda malo preveč pomaknil nazaj. Nisem odločno napadel vrat 
in me je, kot pravimo v smučarskem žargonu, odrezalo. Poskusil sem se boriti do 
cilja.” [12] 
(32) “This is crazy,” she said. “It was a really tight race, the differences were like nothing. 
It was a fight. It’s tough, all these girls deserved to win.” [14] 
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(33) He quickly found his rhythm, attacking the shortened slalom course with gusto, and 
his bravery was rewarded as he shot into the lead with a time of 38.92 seconds, 
giving him a total of 1:08.79. [20] 
 
In the English texts, a common expression, referring to the source domain of war is 
also “beating somebody, something”, which would be a Slovene equivalent of “premagati, 
zmagati”. Another Slovenian equivalent can be seen in example (34), referring to one-on-one 
fighting: 
(34) V finalu sta se torej za zlato kolajno udarila zgolj Pinturault in Hirscher. [13] 
(35) After silver medals in combined and Super-G in the last two world championships, 
Jansrud, who has struggled in the speed events this season, finally made it one step 
further up the podium as he beat his great friend and rival. [18] 
(36) Wearing the ninth bib, Stuhec set an unbeatable time to wrestle the gold-medal 
position away from Vonn, with Suter then finishing between the pair to claim silver. 
[19] 
 
Both Slovene and English languages use the expression “to strike back” after being 
almost defeated: 
(37) Norvežani so torej po hudem porazu na superveleslalomu vrnili udarec. [5] 
(38) Wendy Holdener won the first leg for the Swiss by a margin of 0.28 seconds ahead of 
Katharina Liensberger, but the Austrians struck back with Michael Matt and 
Katharina Truppe taking the next two legs. [21] 
 
Every war or battle is fought for a reason. The winner gains something from it; 
usually, the winning country claims a land and valuables. The same is in a sports competition. 
The winning athlete claims the victory and a gold medal or a trophy. Even a good result can 
be a reward for some athletes; in this case, an athlete “claims a place on a leader board”. 
(39) Vlhova, ki je Slovaški priborila prvo zlato medaljo na svetovnih prvenstvih v 
alpskem smučanju, je letos naredila velik korak naprej v veleslalomu, kjer v posebni 
razvrstitvi svetovnega pokala trenutno zaseda tretje mesto. [10] 
(40) Paris follows in the footsteps of Christof Innerhofer, who claimed the gold for Italy 
at Garmisch eight years ago. [15] 
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(41) The American was third after the first run but came out in blistering form to claim the 
crown with a run of 59.82 seconds giving her a combined time of 1:57.05 - a clear 
0.58 quicker than second-placed Anna Swenn Larsson. [25] 
 
The SPORT IS WAR metaphor is so integrated in the language that we can even find 
metaphorical extensions. Some examples of these extensions are found in Slovene texts. First 
of all, the journalists, reporting on the sports events try to enrich their texts by coming up with 
some interesting metaphorical extensions: 
(42) Na novo slovensko medaljo v Areju je bilo treba čakati le en dan: Štefan Hadalin, 
slalomski kamikaze, je na kombinacijski tekmi osvojil srebrno snežniko. [7] 
The expression “slalomski kamikaze”
2
 still belongs to the domain of war, but it is much more 
specific and not a part of conventional metaphor understanding. Yet, with a bit of background 
knowledge from the Second World War, we recognize the expression to belong to the same 
SPORT IS WAR metaphor. The expression nicely combines the two domains by using the 
adjective from the target domain “slalomski” and the noun from the source domain 
“kamikaze”. 
 
Secondly, we can also see these extensions in the statements given by the athletes, 
which is not surprising, as the sports context forms a big part of their lives. The following 
statement is given by the Slovenian skier Ilka Štuhec. 
(43) “[...] Slalom je pač slalom. Ne treniramo ga veliko, kar se pozna. Nekako sem 
ʻprisabljalaʼ dol,” je sklenila Mariborčanka. [4] 
The expression “prisabljalati dol”
3
 shows how creative the metaphorical expressions can get. 
It immediately gives the recipient the image of a sword, which he or she then connects to the 
two domains: one is the sword as a weapon from the source domain and the other is an image 
of skis, which are fairly similar in shape and belong to the target domain. Moreover, the skis 
are used by an athlete as a weapon of a sort with which he or she attacks the slope. 
 
4.1.2. SUCCESS IS ROYAL 
What is interesting is that the metaphor SPORTS IS WAR does not end here, but we 
can extend it and connect it to another metaphor: SUCCESS IS ROYAL. So the whole 
                                                          
2 English translation: slalom kamikaze 
3
 English word-to-word translation: “swording down” 
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(upgraded) mapping would include the following: A sports competition is a war. The athletes 
competing for a win are the warriors conquering the best land. Winning a competition is 
claiming a land as one’s own. A successful athlete is a king or a queen. Winning a 
competition is winning the title of a king or a queen. To fight for a win is to fight for one’s 
kingdom or royal title. To defend an old victory is to and defend one’s kingdom and the title 
of a king or a queen. The gold medal is a crown (a symbol of royalty). The podium is a 
throne, which can only be conquered by the best warriors. 
 
We can see that the two conceptual metaphors actually go hand in hand. The first part of 
the metaphor with the source domain of war has already been discussed, so now I will also 
focus on the examples of the SUCCESS IS ROYAL metaphor. Even though the SPORT IS WAR 
metaphor is frequently mentioned in literature, I have not encountered any mentioning of the 
SUCCESS IS ROYAL metaphor. Nonetheless, in the text analysis this metaphor was second 
most frequent structural metaphor and carries even greater significance when connected to the 
most distinctive metaphor, SPORT IS WAR. Here are examples from both Slovene and English 
languages: 
(44) Italijan Dominik Paris je v Areju odlično sezono kronal z naslovom svetovnega 
prvaka v superveleslalomu, kar je njegova prva zlata medalja na največjih 
tekmovanjih. [2] 
(45) Med njimi tudi šesti Kranjec, ki je v tej sezoni edini, ki je v svetovnem pokalu (pet 
veleslalomov) “zmotil” vladavino Hirscherja. [11] 
(46) [...] je povedala slalomska kraljica, ki je nastopila prehlajena, po dopoldanskem 
nastopu pa je tožila, da ima izpraznjene baterije. [12] 
(47) The ʻQueen of the Slopesʼ and most decorated female skiier of all time - having 
won Olympic gold in 2010 as well as 82 World Cup events - was third down the 
slopes and her time of 1:02.23 proved to be the early time to beat. [19] 
 
The overlap between the two metaphors can be most obviously seen in the expression 
“defending the title or kingdom”. The athletes that have already achieved a good result need 
to defend the title they have claimed: 
(48) Ilka Štuhec veličastno ubranila smukaško kraljestvo. [6] 
(49) Lindsey Vonn ended her glittering career with a brilliant bronze as Ilka Stuhec 
defended her downhill crown at the World Championships in Are. [19] 
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Another interesting aspect is that these conceptual metaphors are not only limited to 
the language (either Slovene or English), but extend to real-life practices as well. The 
metaphorical crown and throne, royal symbols, get their real-life equivalents in the medal or 
trophy and a podium. In some World Cup Alpine Skiing events the medal is even replaced by 
an actual crown, for example at the Snow Queen Trophy event at Slijeme, Zagreb (Croatian 
Ski Association, 2016). 
 
4.1.3. SPORTS COMPETITION IS A PERFORMANCE 
Since the sports competitions of bigger scale that are broadcast on television are 
primarily meant for people’s entertainment, it is no surprise that the journalists reporting of 
these events also use the expressions which would be primarily used in the context of show 
business. We can observe recurring expressions in both Slovene and English which refer to 
athletes as if they are performers who put on a show and which compare the sports 
competition to a big show or even circus. We can find various examples in both languages: 
(50) To je bila predstava za anale, z le eno manjšo napako (v spodnjem delu je v levem 
zavoju malce zgrešila idealno linijo) in z brezhibno odsmučanim srednjim delom, ko 
je bilo treba po skoku v desnem zavoju odnesti veliko hitrosti v zadnji del. [6] 
(51) Vonnova je sicer še enkrat potrdila, da je odločitev o slovesu od belega cirkusa 
dokončna. [6] 
(52) "[...] I thought it would be the right thing to do to give it a hell of a show – Jansrud 
first and me second," said Svindal. [18] 
(53) Lindsey Vonn bows out with brilliant bronze, Ilka Stuhec defends downhill crown 
[19] 
Among the metaphorical expressions we can find “a show”, “a circus”, “an opening act of a 
performer” and even a “bow out”. The latter is actually a phrasal verb, meaning “to leave a 
job or stop doing an activity, usually after a long time” (Cambridge Dictionary). However, the 
lexical verb “bow” on its own could conceptually also refer to the bowing of performers at the 
end of their performance. Apart from this, the English texts offer also two instances of a 
rather unusual expression “take to snow”: 
(54) As the rest of the competition took to the snow the only rider who get close to 
Hirscher’s time was Alexis Pinturault, who finished 0.56 back from the Austrian. [26] 
The last example takes the expression from the more conventional expression “take (to) the 
floor”, meaning “to stand and begin to dance” (Cambridge Dictionary). Instead of beginning 
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to dance, the athletes/performers begin to ski between the gates, which can be interpreted as 
an imitation of a dance. No similar metaphorical expressions were found in the Slovene 
language. 
 
4.1.4. SPORTS COMPETITION IS A GAMBLE 
The athlete’s success mainly depends on their training and preparations but luck may 
also contribute to a better result (e.g. sun shining on the slope for just a short span of time). 
Sometimes the athletes even enjoy racing, so they perceive the whole competition as a kind of 
a game. This reflects in the conceptualization of a sports competition as a gamble or a game. 
So it is not that strange that one of the biggest sports events in the world is named the 
Olympic “Games”. Due to this, we can also find the metaphor SPORTS COMPETITION IS A 
GAMBLE in the texts: 
(55) Dolg in naporen dan specialistom za hitre discipline ni prinesel sreče. [7] 
(56) Shiffrinova s praznimi baterijami do pokra slalomskih naslovov. [12] 
(57) “It's always full gas in the second run and I will see where I can maybe take some 
more risks.” [22] 
(58) After just missing out, Hirscher will bid for a record-equalling seventh gold when 
looking to defend another title in the Slalom on Sunday, live on Eurosport, with 
Kristoffersen and Pinturault in pursuit once more. [24] 
To achieve a good result, the athletes need to “take a risk”, “have some luck”, they can 
“gamble” and “bid” for a win. While this metaphor is not nearly as prominent as for example 
the SPORT IS WAR metaphor, we can notice a certain pattern of expressions that form the 
conceptual metaphor. 
 
4.1.5. SPORTS COMPETITION IS BUSINESS 
We must also take into account that sports competitions of bigger scale are good 
business for the people involved. If one looks at a sports competition from this perspective, 
one can notice that there are a lot of business speculations present in sports. Due to this the 
expressions such as “paying the debt”, “costing somebody something”, “earning”, “paying 
back” and similar can be noticed in the sports context. The SPORTS COMPETITION IS 
BUSINESS metaphor can be observed in both languages: 
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(59) Če so dobile pet od šestih smukov sezone svetovnega pokala, so tokrat iztržile le 
četrto mesto Stephanie Venier. [6] 
(60) Priznal je, da je tvegal več kot na treningih, a plačal tudi davek, saj mu je napaka v 
spodnjem delu vzela kar nekaj hitrosti. [7] 
(61) Olympic downhill champion Svindal, who will end his glittering career after the 
championships, came agonisingly close to becoming the first man to win three 
downhill world titles - a small mistake in the closing stages of his run probably 
costing the 36-year-old a fairytale gold. [18] 
(62) Austria's Vincent Kriechmayr was third, 0.33 seconds back, to earn his second medal 
of the week after sharing silver with Johan Clarey in the Super-G. [18] 
 
4.1.6. SPORTS COMPETITION IS A HUNT 
Both English and Slovene texts offer a recurring metaphor taking from the source 
domain of hunting. The metaphorical expressions describe the competition as a hunt for 
medals, or as a hunt for the best places. The athletes are the hunters, catching their pray 
(medals), they might shoot for the medal and miss it or catch it. In the English texts, there 
often appears also the so called “chasing pack”; this is a group of athletes (hunters) who chase 
the leading athletes. The metaphor does not appear frequently, yet it is distinctive enough to 
be identified as a separate metaphor. 
(63) Na štartu ni bilo olimpijske podprvakinje Američanke Mikaele Shiffrin, ki se ne želi 
preobremeniti in bo v Areju po superveleslalomskem zlatu lovila še slalomsko in 
veleslalomsko zlato. [4] 
(64) Na progi, kjer je leta 2007 slavil prvega od dveh smukaških naslovov (drugič mu je to 
uspelo v Schladmingu 2013), je Svindal le za dve stotinki (54 centimetrov) zgrešil 
novo zlato medaljo. [5] 
(65) After missing the podium in Pyeongchang last year, Marco Schwarz was 
disappointed with his run but delighted to hang on to third place. [20] 
(66) “It really was a great race, the racers who finished in the top three were the fastest and 
managed to separate themselves from the chasing pack. [...]” [24] 
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4.1.7. AN ATHLETE IS A MACHINE 
An interesting metaphor we find more commonly in the English language is AN 
ATHLETE IS A MACHINE. Although we can notice some related expressions also in the 
Slovene texts, the English expressions are more noticeable, especially in the case of Lindsey 
Vonn, who often refers to her body as being a machine, which is “broken”, has “gears” etc. In 
the analysed Slovene text there can be found only expressions referring to the athletes’ “low 
batteries”. 
(67)  [...] je povedala slalomska kraljica, ki je nastopila prehlajena, po dopoldanskem 
nastopu pa je tožila, da ima izpraznjene baterije. [12] 
(68) “I have another gear left to go and I'm just going to rest tomorrow and be ready for 
Sunday,” said the 34-year-old. [17] 
(69) Looking to build on a disappointing first run The Rocket flew out of the gate in his 
second attempt, clocking a time of 1:03.31, the third best time on the second run. [26] 
 
4.1.8. SPORTS COMPETITION IS COMMUNICATION 
In Slovene there occasionally appears another minor metaphor which takes from the 
source domain of writing and communication. The Slovene expressions include athletes as 
being the writers, who are “writing history” or “writing big stories” or “producing poetry” and 
sometimes also communicating to one another or to themselves and “getting answers”. The 
only expression appearing in English refers to communication between the athletes and is 
about “responding” by setting the best time. 
(70) “Sedem deklet iz prve trideseterice po smuku ni startalo slaloma. Rekla sem si: Okej, 
ʻpoborbamʼ, kolikor lahko. Mislim, da sin imam česa očitati,” je po kombinacijskem 
nastopu dejala Štuhčeva, ki je zadovoljna zlasti z odgovori, ki jih je dobila s 
kombinacijskega smuka. [4] 
(71) Veliko zgodbo je spisala Lindsey Vonn, ki je na zadnji tekmi kariere ‒ tako kot v 
soboto Aksel Lund Svindal ‒ osvojila medaljo, in sicer bronasto [...]. [6] 
(72) However, Holdener responded with a run of 49.00 dead which was enough to give 
her the lead over Vlhova by just 0.03s. [17] 
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4.2. Orientational Metaphors 
We can expect the orientational metaphors to be fairly similar in English and Slovene, 
since there metaphors arise predominantly from our physical orientation is space. The two 
cultures discussed also share fairy similar cultural background; so “up” is conceptualized as 
“better”, and “down” as “worse” in both cultures and consequently both languages. In the 
analysed texts I came across the metaphorical expressions, pertaining to two different 
orientational metaphors: 
SUCCESS IS UP, FAILURE IS DOWN 
SUCCESS IS FORWARD, FAILURE IS BACKWARD 
We will further discuss each in turn. 
 
4.2.1. SUCCESS IS UP, FAILURE IS DOWN 
The athletes who are successful in a competition are “on the top” and the athlete can 
move “up and down” the leader board according to his or her results in a competition. The 
image this metaphor conjures is that of climbing up or slipping down the ladder. Athletes can, 
apart from moving up and down, also be at their own level, they can have high or higher 
goals, and they can step up or down the podium. Here, the podium is again the real-life 
manifestation of the metaphor: the best athlete physically stands on the highest level while the 
second and third are respectively one step lower. So from this we can see that the orientational 
metaphor of UP and DOWN is so pervasive and entrenched in the conceptual domain of 
competition that it is not only present in our language, but also in more concrete aspects of the 
competition. 
(73) Shiffrinova v finišu na vrh kljub skromni hitrosti [1] 
(74) Do konca se je najbolj tresla ob nastopu Nemke Viktorie Rebensburg, ki je s sedmimi 
stotinkami zaostanka ostala tik pod zmagovalnim odrom. [1] 
(75) Corinne Suter više kot do srebra ni mogla [6] 
(76) Lindsey Vonn initially went top after her run, despite sporting a black eye from her 
terrible crash in the Super-G earlier in the week, but slowly slipped down the 
leaderboard to eighth. [17] 
(77) After silver medals in combined and Super-G in the last two world championships, 
Jansrud, who has struggled in the speed events this season, finally made it one step 
further up the podium as he beat his great friend and rival. [18] 
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(78) “It really was a great race, the racers who finished in the top three were the fastest and 
managed to separate themselves from the chasing pack. I felt they were head and 
shoulders above the rest. What a battle. [...]” [24] 
 
4.2.2. SUCCESS IS FORWARD, FAILURE IS BACKWARD 
Apart from the UP and DOWN metaphor, there frequently appears another 
orientational metaphor in the texts: SUCCESS IS FORWARD, FAILURE IS BACKWARD. This 
metaphor has a different spatial orientation, but the idea remains the same as with the UP and 
DOWN metaphor. Instead of stacking athletes one on top of another, here, they are 
metaphorically placed one in front of another. So an athlete who is more successful on the 
leader board is “in front of”, “before” “far ahead” of an athlete who is not as successful and is 
“behind”, or even “further back”. The FORWARD and BACKWARD metaphor is more literal 
in sports such as group running, where the athletes are literally one in front of another. With 
alpine skiing, however, the skiers compete individually, and the spatial orientation is more 
metaphorical, since the criterion for the final standings is the time each athlete achieves 
individually. 
(79) Serviser Aleš Sopotnik, ki je leta 2007 Anji Pärson (tri zlate medalje na tistem SP-ju) 
pripravljal smuči, je spet opravil veliko delo, Ilkine smuči so bile zelo hitre, na prvem 
vmesnem času je bila 41 stotink pred Vonnovo. [6] 
(80) Smučal je v svojem ritmu in takrat, ko mu to uspe, prave konkurence nima. S pravo 
slalomsko poezijo je konkurenco pustil daleč zadaj. Manj kot sekundo (0,56) je za 
njim zaostal le Francoz Alexis Pinturault. [13] 
(81) With Olympic champion Marcel Hirscher skipping the race, Stefan Hadalin of 
Slovenia made the most of being first out on the slalom course to take the silver 
medal, 0.24 seconds behind the winner. [20] 
(82) Third-placed Marco Schwarz of Austria was left to rue a less-than-perfect second run 
that left him settling for bronze, 0.22 seconds further back. [20] 
(83) “[...] When you are that far ahead of the others when it was pretty beat out there, 
lots of chatter marks then you have to take your hats off to the course crew in the 
preparation because it is tough to get a good race off in these conditions and they did a 
great job.” [24] 
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4.3. Ontological Metaphors 
4.3.1. ACHIEVEMENT IS A PHYSICAL POSITION  
This ontological metaphor seems very similar to the previously discussed orientational 
metaphor of FORWARD and BACKWARD, as they both refer to the physical position in space. 
However, there is a slight difference, as the orientational metaphor refers to the subject’s 
position being in front or in the back according to the reference point and the ontological 
metaphor could be analysed as TAKING A CERTAIN PLACE IS OCCUPYING A SPACE 
PHYSICALLY. Both Slovene and English texts provide also other metaphorical expressions 
speaking of “going”, “standing” or “landing” at a certain place, or “following someone”, 
“staying close together” etc., which is in the domain of this ontological metaphor. There of 
course exists a semantic connection between the two types of metaphor, but I wouldn’t 
consider it as being completely the same metaphor, although they appear fairly similar.     
(84) Še najbolj sta se mu približala Francoz Johan Clarey in Avstrijec Vincent 
Kriechmayr, ki sta si z zaostankom devetih stotink razdelila srebro. [2] 
(85) Beat Feuz, ki je zlato kolajno osvojil pred dvema letoma v St. Moritzu, je pristal na 
četrtem mestu, medaljo je zgrešil za 11 stotink sekunde. [5] 
(86) Ker so bili na prvi progi vodilni trije povsem skupaj (Pinturault je bil 10 stotink pred 
Hirscherjem in 18 pred Kristoffersenom), je bil finale še toliko vznemirljivejši, na ne 
tako zelo selektivni progi pa so odločale malenkosti. [11] 
(87) Holdener finished fifth in the Downhill earlier in the day with Vlhova sitting joint 
eighth with Lindsey Vonn, who used the early stage as a training run for Sunday's 
event. [17] 
(88) Lying in 24th position after the downhill leg, Pinturault combined skilful slalom 
skiing with a considerable slice of luck as the worst of the weather held off during his 
decisive run. [20] 
(89)  “[...] For her to put that kind of skiing down in that second run especially, and not 
really breathing – something that is so important in slalom because the rhythm is so 
quick – just proves where she stands in the slalom in the world.” [25] 
 
4.3.2. ACHIEVEMENT IS AN OBJECT 
There are multiple examples in texts of both languages which conceptualize achieving 
a certain position as taking and possessing this position as one’s own. The medals are 
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described in terms of “grabbing”, “taking” or “splitting” them. Not only that, the positions 
themselves can also be “acquired” or “belong to someone”. The most successful athletes (top 
three positions) receive in possession an object (a medal, a trophy etc.), which symbolizes 
their success. So when an athlete achieves this position, he or she “grabs a medal”. These 
objects again work in accordance with our conceptualization. One might claim this “grabbing 
of a medal” is a literal expression, but I would argue this is not the case, because we can see 
that also lower positions on the leader board can be acquired and in possession of athletes. 
(90) Še najbolj sta se mu približala Francoz Johan Clarey in Avstrijec Vincent Kriechmayr, 
ki sta si z zaostankom devetih stotink razdelila srebro. [2] 
(91) Matthias Mayer je dobil četrtkov moški trening smuka. [3] 
(92) Avstrijke, ki od leta 2011 (Görgl) čakajo na novo zlato (na prejšnjih dveh prvenstvih 
sta jim ga “vzeli” Tina Maze in Ilka Štuhec), so bile poražene. [6]  
(93) Wendy Holdener beats Petra Vlhova by 0.03s to take Combined gold [17]  
(94) Austria's Vincent Kriechmayr was third, 0.33 seconds back, to earn his second medal 
of the week after sharing silver with Johan Clarey in the Super-G. [18] 
(95) The Norwegian was third after the first run, but overcame a 0.18 seconds deficit to 
grab his first medal at a world championships. [24] 
 
4.3.3. ACHIEVEMENT IS AN ENTITY 
We can notice another interesting ontological metaphor in both Slovene and English 
texts. When an athlete achieves a position on the leader board, he or she is either “inside”, for 
example, top 10, or “outside” top 10 (can be also top 5, or top 20, etc.). We conceptualize a 
certain number of places on the leader board as being an entity. A certain athlete may or may 
not be a part of this entity, depending on which the position he or she is “in”. Similar 
examples can be found in both languages: 
(96) S številko 22 je bila na dobri poti, da se prebije med deseterico, saj so bili vmesni časi 
najboljši zunaj vodilne šesterice, a je naredila veliko napako in lepa uvrstitev je šla 
po zlu. [12] 
(97) Norway's 2014 Olympic champion Kjetil Jansrud was one of those who didn't, 
finishing outside the top 20 and more than a second behind, while Austrian Christian 
Mayer, the Olympic champion, missed a gate. [15] 
(98) “It really was a great race, the racers who finished in the top three were the fastest 
and managed to separate themselves from the chasing pack. [...]” [24] 
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4.4. Metaphorical Expressions from Other Sports 
The journalistic reports on the sports competitions in skiing sometimes borrow certain 
expressions from other sports. We can identify this as mapping from the source domain of one 
type of sport (e.g. football) to the target domain of skiing. I claim in the beginning of my 
thesis that English language uses the expressions from other sports more frequently than the 
Slovene language, since the Anglo-Saxon culture does not include skiing as an important part 
of their culture, as opposed to the Slovene culture which does. 
 
These expressions are actually not as frequent as expected, but English texts still 
provide more examples than Slovene. Some expressions are taken from football, horse racing 
or general racing. Since the English are known for being very fond of horse racing, I assume 
the expressions in English language refer to the horse racing in particular, and not racing in 
general. 
(99) Jansrud je s številko šest z veliko prednostjo (65 stotink) prevzel vodstvo, edini, ki je 
ogrozil njegovo zmago, pa je bil Svindal, ki je na svoji zadnji dirki kariere štartal 
deveti. [5] (RACING) 
(100) Poraženka dneva je Wendy Holdener, ki je “ob polčasu” vodila, v finalu pa je 
svetovna prvakinja v kombinaciji in pred dvema letoma srebrna v St. Moritzu klonila 
pod pritiskom in nazadovala na 17. mesto. [12] (FOOTBALL) 
(101) Kjetil Jansrud led a Norwegian one-two to win gold in a weather-hit men's downhill 
at the Alpine skiing world championships on Saturday, edging out team mate Aksel 
Lund Svindal by the narrowest of margins. [18] (FOOTBALL) 
(102) However Vlhova beat her great rival and then nervously watched on as Rebensburg 
rode out as the last rider. [23] (HORSE RACING) 
(103) Clara Direz of France was the first to tackle Robinson’s overall time but still riders 
were finding the going tough with the surface smoother compared to the opening run 
and the wind really picking up. [23] (WRESTLING and HORSE RACING) 
(104) Henrik Kristoffersen stuns Hirscher and Pinturault to clinch Giant Slalom gold [24] 
(BOXING) 
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4.5. Metonymy 
Last but not least, metonymy also constitutes an important part of skiing discourse. As 
I already mentioned, metonymy is not the same as metaphor, because the mapping is done 
within the same domain and not across different domains, as is the case with metaphor. 
However, the metonymic expressions are consistently used in these texts and therefore worth 
mentioning. We can find a frequently used metonymy, regarding the colours representing the 
first three positions: MATERIAL/COLOUR FOR OBJECT FOR ACHIEVEMENT (gold for the 
first place, silver for the second place, and bronze for the third place). What is interesting is 
that not only medals, which represent the winning three athletes, are of a certain colour, but 
the athletes themselves become assimilated with that colour. Moreover, the medal itself is not 
as important as the colour of the medal, representing their achievement more specifically. 
 
In Slovene articles we can notice a frequent use of the colour of medal equated with 
the athlete who acquires this medal, i.e. achieves a certain result. The colour of the medal is 
then used in adjectival position to describe an athlete. English more frequently uses colours in 
a nominal position. Both languages also use more a straightforward expression 
“gold/silver/bronze medal”, which represent achievements from the first to the third place. 
(105) Ko je čestitala zlati Ilki, ni mogla skriti čustev in je potočila kar nekaj solz. [6] 
(106) Gostiteljica letošnjega SP-ja Švedska je po zaslugi srebrne Anne Swenn Larsson le 
osvojila prvo medaljo, bronasta pa je bila Slovakinja Petra Vlhova. [12] 
(107) Marcel Hirscher s srebrom seveda ni bil povsem zadovoljen, [...] [11] 
(108) Kjetil Jansrud denies Svindal fairytale finish with gold run at World Champions [18] 
(109) The bronze went to Petra Vlhova who put in a tremendous effort in her second run to 
make up time lost in the first. [25] 
(110) Marcel Hirscher was in a class of his own on Sunday as he won his third Slalom gold 
at the World Championships leading an Austrian clean sweep of the medals. [26] 
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5. DISCUSSION  
Both Slovenes and English proved to be rich in metaphorical expressions pertaining to 
the domain of sports and competitions. I claim at the beginning of the thesis that the Slovene 
language will offer more metaphorical expressions with regard to skiing, as this sport is more 
integrated in the Slovene culture than English. The results show that this is not strictly true, as 
we can find many similar metaphors in the English language as well. Nonetheless, there are 
some differences between the two languages, and these are especially prominent when we 
compare certain special expressions, for example borrowings from other sport disciplines. The 
metaphors which refer more generally to the domain of sports are present in both languages, 
which was expected. 
 
As anticipated, there are greater differences between the two languages with structural 
metaphors than orientational or ontological. Even though a certain structural metaphor exists 
in both languages, some metaphors are more prominent in one language and appear only 
occasionally in the other. There are also metaphors that exist in both languages, but the 
metaphorical manifestations vary to some extent. I will further discuss each metaphor in more 
detail. 
5.1. Analysis of Structural Metaphors 
First of all, the most common structural metaphor pertaining to the domain of sports is 
the SPORTS COMPETITION IS WAR metaphor. This was expected to be found, since this 
metaphor has already been analysed by many authors (Knowles and Moon, Kövecses, etc.). 
Both languages use this metaphor to a great extent and offer similar and comparable 
metaphorical expressions. 
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Table 1: Structural metaphor SPORTS COMPETITION IS WAR. 
Source Domain: 
War 
Target Domain: 
Sports Competition 
Metaphorical 
Expressions in 
Slovene 
Metaphorical 
Expressions in 
English 
Winning/losing a 
battle 
Winning/losing a race “biti nepremagljiv” 
“biti poražen” 
“victory” 
“defeat” 
Fighting against an 
opponent 
Competing against 
other racers 
“premagati” 
“udariti se (za 
zmago)” 
“beat somebody/rival” 
“wrestle something 
away” 
Fighting with an 
adversary 
Overcoming the 
conditions on a 
slope/course 
“napadati vrata (na 
vso moč)” 
“boriti se do cilja” 
“fight” 
“battle” 
“attacking the 
slope/course” 
Recovering from 
the casualties 
Unexpected comeback 
after almost losing 
“vrniti udarec” “strike back” 
Claiming the 
land/valuables 
Achieving a good 
result or a victory 
“osvojiti/priboriti 
medaljo” 
“zasedati mesto” 
“claim 
gold/title/crown” 
 
This metaphor is so widely spread that we have no problem finding the equivalents in 
both languages. Both languages distinguish various concepts of a battle, such as “winning”, 
“losing”, “beating somebody” and “claiming victory”. These concepts are then mapped to the 
target domain of sports. Kövecses (2010b, 85) claims that many sports evolved from war and 
fighting and we can see that this is true also in this case. This agrees also with Lakoff’s 
examples: 
 
COMPETITION IS WAR 
The other team sent in the cavalry against us. 
We took over the ball deep in their territory. 
They battled each other over the chess board every week. 
(Lakoff 1994) 
 
The metaphor is so pervasive that we can even find two examples of metaphorical 
extensions in Slovene texts. A Slovenian skier is nicknamed “slalomski kamikaze” (slalom 
kamikaze) and another Slovenian skier uses a novel expression “prisabljati dol” (“swording 
down”) in her statement. Even though these examples appear in Slovenian texts, they could be 
easily translated into English as well and would be understood easily, because the conceptual 
background is the same in both languages. The metaphor functions similarly in both 
languages precisely because it can refer to all sports in general. 
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Comparable expressions between the two languages can also be seen in the SUCCESS 
IS ROYAL metaphor. This similarity can be attributed to the fact that both metaphors have 
tightly semantically connected source domains. Their connection can be briefly described as 
“kingdoms fighting a war, in which the winner claims a title of a king or queen”. 
 
Table 2: Structural metaphor SUCCESS IS ROYAL. 
Source Domain: 
Royalty 
Target Domain: 
Success 
Metaphorical 
Expressions in Slovene 
Metaphorical 
Expressions in English 
King/Queen Successful 
athlete 
“slalomska kraljica” 
“Henrik Veliki” 
 
“Queen of the Slopes” 
“most decorated skier” 
Claiming a title Winning a race “kronati sezono z 
naslovom” 
“vladavina” 
“win the crown” 
Royal emblems Victory  “crown” 
Defending a 
kingdom 
Consecutive win “ubraniti 
kraljestvo/naslov” 
“defend the title/crown” 
 
What we can see from these metaphorical expressions is that we cannot always find 
strictly the same manifestations of the metaphor in both languages, yet the source domain is 
still very much the same. Both languages include the concept of a “crown” and the titles 
“king” and “queen”, but there are also certain more specific usages. For example, Slovene 
uses the expression “kronati sezono” and plays with the name of a Norwegian skier, calling 
him “Henrik Veliki”, which is an allusion to a king’s name. 
 
All other structural metaphors do not appear as frequently as these two metaphors, 
however certain significant consistencies and patterns can be found. 
 
It is no surprise that we can find some examples of the SPORTS COMPETITION IS A 
PERFORMANCE metaphor, since the big-scale sports competitions (such as World 
Championships) are broadcast and watched by a great number of people. So, if we look at a 
sports competition from this perspective, it is obvious why both languages conceptualize it as 
athletes’ performance or a kind of a show. This can be seen in some Slovene expressions, 
describing it as a “spectacle” and a “show”. Interesting are also fixed expressions in the 
English language: “take to snow” and “bow out”, which both fit nicely into this metaphor. For 
this metaphor it is again true that the actual realizations vary in each language, but the 
expressions arise from the same source domain. 
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Table 3: Structural metaphor SPORTS COMPETITION IS A PERFORMANCE. 
Source Domain: 
Performance 
Target Domain: 
Sports Competition 
Metaphorical 
Expressions in 
Slovene 
Metaphorical 
Expressions in 
English 
Show/spectacle Race “večerni spektakel” 
“predstava” 
“a hell of a show” 
Circus World ski events “beli cirkus”  
Opening act of the 
show 
Starting a race “je odprl slalomski 
del” 
 
Start dancing Start skiing  “take to snow” (cf. 
take to the floor) 
Take a bow Finishing a career  “bow out” 
 
We can find the metaphor SPORTS COMPETITION IS A GAMBLE present in both 
languages, but when we compare the actual metaphorical expressions, we can see that apart 
from “tvegati” / “take risks” the expressions are completely different. While English skiers 
“bid for a win” when they compete in a race, in Slovene they are more prone to play a kind of 
a “game” and conceptualize the good results as “having luck”. The metaphor is, according to 
this analysis, more prominent in the Slovene language. 
 
Table 4: Structural metaphor SPORTS COMPETITION IS A GAMBLE. 
Source 
Domain: 
Gamble 
Target Domain: 
Sports Competition 
Metaphorical 
Expressions in Slovene 
Metaphorical 
Expressions in 
English 
Gambling Competing in a race “tvegati” “take risks” 
“gamble” 
Bidding for a 
good result 
Competing in a race  “bid for a win” 
Having luck Achieving good 
results 
“prinašati/imeti srečo” 
“igra stotink” 
 
Four of a kind 
cards 
Four wins “poker (slalomskih 
naslovov)” 
 
 
A SPORTS COMPETITION IS BUSINESS can be seen in metaphorical expressions 
referring to winning and losing. Winning a competition means that an athlete earns money, 
whereas failing to win results in losing money. This could be literal to some extent, because 
the winner usually receives a certain amount of money as a reward. However, we can see 
from the examples that the expressions are used in other, non-literal meanings as well. For 
example, a mistake on a course can “cost” a skier victory, or a good run can “earn” him or her 
a good place on a leader board. According to the analysed examples, the metaphor and the 
mapping is almost the same in both Slovene and English languages. 
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Table 5: Structural metaphor SPORTS COMPETITION IS BUSINESS. 
Source 
Domain: 
Business 
Target Domain: 
Sports Competition 
Metaphorical 
Expressions in 
Slovene 
Metaphorical 
Expressions in 
English 
Earning money Winning “iztržiti” 
“obrestovati” 
“earning” 
“getting paid back” 
Losing money Losing “plačati davek” “costing” 
 
The SPORTS COMPETITION AS A HUNT metaphor is not very common, but can still 
be identified as a metaphor in its own right, due to the consistent use of certain expressions. 
We can find a few repetitive Slovene expressions on “hunting”, “catching” or “missing” a 
medal. In English texts, there is another common expression referring to the athletes that 
achieve a much better results that the rest, describing them as “bursting out of the pack”. We 
can understand this in terms of outrunning and separating themselves from the pack of 
hunting dogs. There is no similar expression found in Slovene.  
 
Table 6: Structural metaphor SPORTS COMPETITION IS A HUNT. 
Source Domain: 
Hunt 
Target Domain: 
Sports 
Competition 
Metaphorical 
Expressions in 
Slovene 
Metaphorical 
Expressions in English 
Hunting Competing in a race “loviti” 
“ujeti” 
 
Missing a shot Losing a medal “zgrešiti” “missing (the podium)” 
Outrunning 
hunters/hunting 
dogs 
Being (by far) the 
fastest in a race 
 “burst out of/separate 
oneself from the 
(chasing) pack” 
 
Interestingly, English uses a number of expressions referring to athletes as being 
machines. In Slovene, it seems much less common to conceptualize athletes as machines; in 
the analysed texts, the only expression found refers to “empty batteries”, which is a quite 
common expression in Slovene describing the lack of energy. English, on the other hand, 
nicknames a British skier as “The Rocket”, which “flew out of the gate”. There are also 
common English expressions about one’s body having extra gears, which refer to the athlete’s 
strength. 
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Table 7: Structural metaphor AN ATHLETE IS A MACHINE. 
Source Domain: 
Machine 
Target 
Domain: 
Athlete 
Metaphorical 
Expressions in Slovene 
Metaphorical 
Expressions in English 
Machine Athlete  “The Rocket” 
Gears Strength  “another/extra gear” 
(Low) Batteries (Lack of) 
Strength 
“prazne baterije”  
 
The SPORTS COMPETITION IS COMMUNICATION metaphor can be mostly found in 
Slovene language, whereas in English we cannot speak about proper mapping, according to 
these results. The only expression which could be regarded as being part of the metaphor is 
“to respond”, meaning “to set a better time”. In Slovene, however, we can find “answers”, 
“big stories” and “poetry”. Slovene language commonly conceptualizes the athletes as being 
writers or poets, writing beautiful texts with their skiing and results. 
 
Table 8: Structural metaphor SPORTS COMPETITION IS COMMUNICATION. 
Source Domain: 
Communication and 
Writing 
Target Domain: 
Sports 
Competition 
Metaphorical 
Expressions in 
Slovene 
Metaphorical 
Expressions in 
English 
Receiving an answer Knowing how 
competitive you are 
“dobiti odgovore”  
Writing a story Being successful “napisati (veliko) 
zgodbo” 
 
Writing poetry Skiing perfectly “(slalomska) 
poezija” 
 
Responding to somebody Setting a better 
time 
 “respond” 
 
5.2. Analysis of Orientational Metaphors  
As Lakoff and Johnson (2003, 57) point out, there are metaphors which arise from 
more cultural experience and metaphors which are based in our physical experience. The 
orientational metaphors definitely belong to the latter group, as they are primarily based on 
our physical orientation in space. Because of this, I have already expected to find more or less 
the same mappings in both Slovene and English language, since there is not as much cultural 
element in their conceptualization. The examples found in texts confirm this hypothesis.  
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With regard to the UP–DOWN metaphor, both languages conceptualize “up” as 
“good/success” and “down” as “bad/failure”. So “being on the top”, “stepping up the 
podium”, “having high goals and expectations” have a positive connotation in both languages. 
Being “under” or “slipping down”, on the other hand, is conceptualized as a failure. 
 
Similar is true of the FORWARD–BACKWARD metaphor. Whoever is “in front of” or 
“far ahead of” is regarded as successful, but if an athlete is “behind”, he fails. This can be 
interpreted to some extent as literal, if we consider the fact that being in front actually means 
being in front with their time. If we put individual skiers shoulder to shoulder down the 
course, the faster skier (i.e., the skier with better time) would be literally in front of a slower 
one – which is exactly what happens in parallel skiing. However, this can be interpreted as 
another metaphor, where time is conceptualized as a physical space. I would claim that in the 
majority of traditional skiing disciplines, and regarding the context, these expressions are still 
metaphorical and function as an orientational metaphor. Nonetheless, the mapping is the same 
in both languages. 
5.3. Analysis of Ontological Metaphors 
Another problem appears when we compare the orientational metaphor SUCCESS IS 
FORWARD, FAILURE IS BACKWARD and the ontological metaphor ACHIEVEMENT IS A 
PHYSCIAL POSITION, as it can be difficult to distinguish these two metaphors. Still, when we 
consider these metaphors more closely, we can see that they bring different images to mind. 
The orientational metaphor functions on a linear scale of being in front or behind, according 
to another reference point on that linear scale. The ontological metaphor ACHIEVEMENT IS A 
PHYSCIAL POSITION, however, focuses more on the movements across a three-dimensional 
physical space, which are not necessarily on the same line. However, the line between these 
metaphors is thin and some expressions may also be analysed as belonging to both metaphors 
at the same time. For example, I have analysed the phrase “konkurenco je pustil daleč zadaj” 
as an orientational metaphor, yet it could also be conceptualized as an occurrence in a 
physical space, i.e. as an ontological metaphor. Similarly, “slotting in to silver position” is 
ambiguous, as it is difficult to distinguish whether this is conceptualized as moving 
forward/backward, or whether this is seen as an open physical space, where someone moves 
into an open slot. 
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ACHIEVEMENT IS AN OBJECT is another frequent metaphor, appearing in both 
English and Slovene texts. This metaphor has very similar realizations in both languages; they 
both conceptualize an achievement as “acquiring, taking, snatching, grabbing, etc.” a certain 
place on a leader board. If we consider the fact that the best athletes literally grab an object, 
which represents their achievement, it makes sense that this metaphor appears in both 
languages. What is more difficult to determine is whether this conceptualization inspired the 
presenting of objects as awards, or the awarded objects conditioned the use of the metaphor. 
Here we can again see how our conceptualization, through which we perceive the world, 
works on more levels, not just in language. 
 
The ACHIEVEMENT IS AN ENTITY metaphor can be labelled as a container 
metaphor, where the container is a certain number of places. The athletes who achieve one of 
these places are metaphorically “in” the container of, for example, top 10 places and the rest 
are “outside” the top 10. This is a common way of describing the final result of an athlete, 
without stating the actual result and because of this it is commonly used in the journalistic 
texts – both Slovene and English. The examples show that the mapping is completely the 
same in both languages. The metaphorical expressions are limited to the use of prepositions 
and adverbs: “in, outside, med, zunaj”. 
5.4. Analysis of Expressions from Other Sports 
We can see bigger cultural variations between Slovene and English in the expressions 
that are taken directly from other sports disciplines. Such results were expected; sport after all 
works within a social context and different cultures associate themselves with different sports. 
This becomes visible in the vocabulary, which shows what is closer to a speaker’s 
conceptualization and which expressions from which sports will be more easily understood 
and deciphered by speakers. I claim at the beginning of the thesis that I expect English 
language to take more expressions from other sports, such as horse racing, which is culturally 
closer, in order to express and describe skiing, which is culturally more foreign to English 
culture. On the contrary, I did not expect to find many expressions from other sports in 
Slovene texts, yet we can still find some expressions from football used in skiing context. 
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Table 9: Metaphorical expressions from other sports. 
Source Domain: 
Sports Disciplines 
Target 
Domain: 
Skiing 
Metaphorical 
Expressions in Slovene 
Metaphorical 
Expressions in English 
Football Skiing “ki je ʻob polčasuʼ 
vodila” 
“led a Norwegian one-
two” 
Racing (in general) Skiing “na svoji zadnji dirki 
kariere” 
 
Horse racing Skiing  “rode out as the last 
rider” 
“riders” 
Wrestling and boxing Skiing  “was the first to tackle” 
“to clinch” 
 
The result of this is that if a speaker used an expression from horse racing to describe 
something from the skiing context, he or she would be less successful in conveying the 
message to a Slovene speaker then to an English speaker. The opposite is not necessarily true, 
since football is a sport, popular all around the globe, and the English-speaking world is no 
exception to this. 
5.5. Analysis of Metonymy 
In the analysis, I mainly focus on the metaphors and analyse metaphorical expressions 
used in Slovene and English. However, during my analysis, I have come across a great 
number of metonymic expressions pertaining to sports competition and awards: 
MATERIAL/COLOUR FOR OBJECT FOR ACHIEVEMENT. What is interesting is that both 
languages use this metonymy to some extent. The difference is that in Slovene, the 
metonymic expression often appears in the adjectival position: “srebrna Lindsey Vonn”, 
“zlata Ilka”, whereas in English it is usually in the nominal position: “The bronze went to 
Petra Vlhova”, “he won his third Slalom gold”. The results show that this is the tendency in 
each language, but this does not mean that the opposite is not true; we can also find some 
adjectival expressions in English and nominal expressions in Slovene. Disregarding the 
syntactical positions of these expressions, both languages use the same conceptual metonymy. 
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6. CONCLUSION 
The thesis tries to establish the cultural differences between the Slovene and English 
cultures as seen through the conceptual metaphor in the domain of sports, with the focus on 
alpine skiing. The Conceptual Metaphor Theory is a fairly young theory, developed by Lakoff 
and Johnson in 1980 and it puts the conceptual metaphor in the focus of linguistic analysis, as 
opposed to the traditional approaches, which see the metaphor solely as a poetic occurrence. 
However, by putting the conceptual metaphor in the centre of the research and defining it as 
an integral part of our thinking and consequently our everyday language expression, we can 
observe more closely the nature of our everyday thoughts and perception of reality. And of 
course, our everyday reality is strongly influenced by the culture we live in. This thesis in 
particular focuses on a small part of our social reality (i.e. a sports discipline) and tries to 
determine the differences and similarities between Slovene and English cultures and 
languages. These two languages and alpine skiing event are chosen for the analysis because of 
the culturally different perceptions of this particular sports discipline; while alpine skiing 
forms a major part of the Slovene sports culture, the English culture is somewhat indifferent 
to it and prefers other sports. Because of different integrations of this sport in each culture, the 
conceptual perception (metaphors) should also vary and this variation should show in the 
language used (metaphorical expressions). 
 
The journalistic articles from Slovene and English languages, reporting on the same 
(or fairly the same) alpine ski event were chosen for the metaphorical analysis and the 
metaphors from both languages were analysed and compared. According to the already 
mentioned conditions, I anticipated far richer metaphorical structures in Slovene language and 
not as many metaphors in English language, at least with regard to alpine skiing itself. 
Regarding the metaphors referring to a sports competition in general, I assumed that the 
metaphors may be as prominent or even more prominent in English language. 
 
In the domain of sports and competitions, both languages offer plenty of metaphorical 
expressions and quite similar and comparable metaphors. First of all, because of the nature of 
the structural metaphors is more culture-based, we can find greater differences between 
Slovene and English in this type of metaphors. Still, despite the expectations, these 
differences did not prove to be that great. The analysis shows that the most common and most 
widely used metaphor in both languages is SPORTS COMPETITION IS WAR. This metaphor 
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can be found to a great extent in both languages, as was also expected. Yet, because the 
metaphor is not limited only to the alpine skiing, the metaphor and similar metaphorical 
expressions can be found in both languages. A difference can be seen with metaphorical 
extensions in Slovene, which are much more skiing-oriented than other expressions referring 
to this metaphor (e.g. “slalomski kamikaze”). The ATHLETE IS ROYAL metaphor, belonging 
within the same semantic domain shows similar results. The metaphor is tightly connected to 
the war metaphor and is also widely acknowledged in both languages. 
 
According to the acquired results, we can claim that both languages use the metaphors 
SPORTS COMPETITION IS A PERFORMANCE and SPORTS COMPETITION IS BUSINESS. 
Although with the performance metaphor the actual realizations are different in each 
language, we can connect these different metaphorical expressions to the same metaphor. 
Both languages also use metaphorical expressions, referring directly to the skiing domain 
(“beli cirkus” and “take to snow”) and do not only describe sports competitions in general. 
The business metaphor is also quite typical and fairly simple, describing earning and costing 
in the same manner, as these two concepts are also perceived similarly in both cultures. 
 
Other structural metaphors are only comparable to some extent, or only exist in one or 
the other language. SPORTS COMPETITION IS A GAMBLE and SPORTS COMPETITION IS A 
HUNT still show some similarities in the metaphorical expressions. However, the metaphors 
AN ATHLETE IS A MACHINE and SPORTS COMPETITION IS A COMMUNICATION are quite 
consistent in one language and almost non-existent in the other. English more commonly uses 
the source domain of machines to describe athletes and Slovene often uses the source domains 
of communication and writing when describing the sports competitions. 
 
On the other hand, there is a number of orientational and ontological metaphors in the 
analysed texts. Since these metaphors are grounded more in our physical experience, it is not 
surprising that the metaphors are similar or even the same. Both languages conceptualize up 
and forward in a positive manner, and down and backwards with a negative connotation. In 
both Slovene and English, achievement in a sports competition is conceptualized and 
described also as a physical place, a physical object or as an entity. 
 
It is also interesting to observe what kind of expressions the English and Slovene 
languages take from other sports to describe skiing, which again provides an insight to 
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different characteristics and preferences of each culture. While the Slovene language includes 
some expressions from football, the English language borrows more (apart from football) 
from horse racing and boxing or wrestling. On the other hand, it is possible that in Slovene 
some expressions from skiing could serve as a source domain for other contexts, just like 
horse racing does in English. Metonymy on the colour for achievement also proved to be of 
great importance when describing the sports competition, since it was almost as common as 
some other metaphors in the texts of both languages. 
 
Slovene and English cultures and languages do not really differ that much in 
metaphors on the sports competition in alpine skiing discourse. The main metaphors are 
similar and there are some differences only with less common metaphors. The actual 
metaphorical expressions sometimes vary, but in general the same metaphors can be attributed 
to both languages. The results show that both languages use more or less the same source 
domain for the description of the target domain of sports competitions within the scope of 
alpine skiing. We cannot really say that Slovene metaphors are richer and more widely 
spread, but occasionally in Slovene there are certain more specific and novel expressions, 
which are not used in English. It is also true that a lot of metaphors in the analysis can refer to 
sports competitions in general, so they are not restricted only to the skiing discourse. This 
might be the reason why there are no great differences in the metaphors of the two languages. 
The hypothesis is thus only partly confirmed, i.e. there are definitely some differences 
present, arising from their cultural backgrounds, but the source domains are more or less the 
same in both languages and only certain metaphorical expressions show some cultural 
variation. 
 
This thesis focuses on sports competitions, a social context which forms a good 
foundation for the research of cultural thought, as it is usually quite specific for every culture 
respectively. This thesis covers an interesting aspect of English and Slovene, because alpine 
skiing is a sports discipline which is very popular in Slovenia but relatively unknown in the 
English-speaking cultures. However, it is interesting to observe that the English language 
does not lag behind the Slovene language with regard to vocabulary and metaphor expressions 
in this type of discourse. It probably helps that English is a widely used language which takes 
a lot from many other cultures and is used for a great variety of discourse, while Slovene is 
much more limited to a small geographic area, so the development of the Slovene language is 
not as rapid as English. 
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The analysis of metaphors offers a completely new insight into languages and cultures, 
which cannot be explored to such a great extent with the traditional language analysis. 
Language is always tightly intertwined with culture; it reflects as well as shapes the concepts 
that a certain culture regards as important. So the research on the metaphor system of a 
language can provide information about the core aspects of a culture. This information 
becomes even more interesting when we compare the metaphors and concepts of two or more 
different cultures. The universalities and variations of these concepts provide for new insights 
to human thoughts and the functioning of various cultures and societies. 
 
One of the main drawbacks of this analysis is that it is based on journalistic language – 
with the exception of occasional direct statements given by the athletes which are reported in 
the articles. This type of discourse cannot be equated to the everyday natural speech of native 
speakers. Although the focus of our analysis is on the metaphors used in this particular 
discourse, other metaphors that are not part of journalistic language may also exist in 
professional or colloquial language. 
 
Another factor which must be considered is the size and the variety of texts that 
compose the corpus used for the research. The texts are limited to only one sports event and 
are taken from only two different online newspapers. From a larger and more variable corpus, 
a larger number of expressions could be acquired and the results might have showed a 
different picture. The same reporters often use the same or similar expressions, a consequence 
of this being that there is not as much variety and the results may not be as reliable as the 
results acquired from a greater number of different authors. 
 
Lastly, we need to mention also the method of the research as a drawback. 
Unfortunately, the metaphors are so variable and cover such a great extent of syntactic units 
(from single words to whole sentences) that it would be fruitless to try to identify these 
expressions with the use of dictionaries or other similar tools (Bratož 166-167). The 
consequence of this is that there is always a danger of subjectivity and a human error when 
identifying the metaphors in the texts, since we have no efficient quantitative method for 
identification. 
 
There is still a lot of work that can be done on the conceptual metaphor analysis. 
Various social contexts can be analysed, not just within the same sports disciplines, but 
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outside the sports discourse as well. The opposite approach can be taken; the analysis can be 
made on a sport that is typical for English culture and one can see how many, if any 
metaphors there are in Slovene within that sports discipline. This thesis focused on the written 
journalistic discourse – spoken commentaries are more spontaneous and may give completely 
different results. Slovene and English are quite different languages, but the cultural 
background does not differ that greatly. It would be much more interesting to explore the 
metaphors of two languages that have even more diverse cultural backgrouds. Even the 
orientational and ontological metaphors may no longer be comparable, unlike in the present 
analysis. Some metaphors are more widely spread than others and provide a lot of 
metaphorical expressions. The more thorough research can be done only on a particular 
metaphor, or only on one type of metaphors. It would also be interesting to explore what kind 
of expressions are transferred from one sport to another, not only within skiing, but among 
any other sports disciplines as well; which expression is the original and which one is 
borrowed and whether these expressions are metaphorical or literal. 
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POVZETEK 
Magistrsko delo preučuje in primerja konceptualne metafore v slovenščini in 
angleščini. Analiza se osredotoča na metafore, ki imajo za ciljno domeno športna tekmovanja, 
primeri pa so vzeti iz konteksta alpskega smučanja. Magistrsko delo skuša določiti, do kakšne 
mere kuturno ozadje vpliva na konceptualizacijo in nastanek metafor v družbenih kontekstih. 
Prav zato je za analizo izbrana športna disciplina, ki je značilna za slovensko kulturno ozadje, 
ne pa tudi za angleško kulturo. 
 
Kognitivno jezikoslovje je relativno mlada veda, ki se ukvarja s preučevanjem 
kognitivnih vzorcev in mišljenja preko jezika. Lakoff in Johnson sta leta 1980 predstavila 
konceptualno teorijo metafor, ki trdi, da metafore tvorijo bistveni del našega razmišljanja in 
niso zgolj okrasni elementi v literaturi. Konceptualne metafore vedno delujejo tako, da 
uporabljajo nekaj konkretnega (izvorna domena) in to preslikajo na nekaj abstraktnega in 
neoprijemljivega (ciljna domena). Tako si s pomočjo metafor in pripadajočih mišljenjskih 
vzorcev laže predstavljamo abstraktne koncepte. Zanimivo je, da se konceptualne metafore 
pojavljajo v organiziranih vzorcih, ki kažejo tudi naš način mišljenja. Ker pa na nastanek 
metafor poleg našega fizičnega okolja vpliva tudi kultura, v kateri metafora nastane, lahko 
nekatere metafore precej variirajo glede na jezik in kulturo. Metafore, ki temeljijo bolj na 
fizičnem okolju (orienacijske in ontološke), si bodo v različnih kulturah verjetneje bolj 
podobne kot pa strukturne metafore, ki večkrat temeljijo na kulturnem ozadju. Prav tako je 
zanimiva konceptualna metonimija, ki deluje podobno kot metafora, le da se preslikava 
konceptov dogaja znotraj ene same domene. Športna tekmovanja pa ustvarjajo primeren 
družbeni kontekst za takšno analizo, še posebej, ker je izbrana športna disciplina precej 
specifična. 
 
Analiza metafor je vse prej kot enostavna, saj smo prisiljeni uporabljati kvalitativno 
metodo. Ne obstaja namreč kvantitativno orodje, ki bi lahko identificiralo vse metafore v 
tekstu, saj so te preveč raznolike za iskanje po npr. korpusu, kjer lahko iščemo zgolj po 
ključni besedi. Teksti, ki smo jih uporabili v raziskavi, so slovenski in angleški novinarski 
članki o Svetovnem prvenstvu v alpskem smučanju 2019, ki se je odvijalo na Švedskem. Za 
pomoč pri analizi smo sledili smernicam skupine Pragglejaz, ki je določila postopek za 
ugotavljanje metaforičnih izrazov v besedilu. 
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Teksti so ponudili kar precejšnje število metaforičnih izrazov. Rezultati kažejo, da so 
si konceptualne metafore v slovenščini in angleščini v veliki meri precej podobne in se zgolj 
malenkostno razlikujejo, čeprav alpsko smučanje ni športna disciplina, ki bi jo pogosto 
povezovali z angleško kulturo. To lahko pripišemo dejstvu, da veliko metafor ni omejenih 
zgolj na domeno alpskega smučanja, ampak športnega tekmovanja na splošno. Najbolj 
pogosta strukturna metafora je bila ŠPORT JE BOJ oziroma, če smo bolj specifični, ŠPORTNO 
TEKMOVANJE JE BOJ. To je najbolj značilna in tudi najbolj pogosta metafora, ki se je 
pojavljala v obeh jezikih. Slovenščina je ponujala tudi nekatere bolj izvirne metafore, ki so se 
nanašale neposredno na alpsko smučanje, česar v angleščini ni bilo. Druga, v literaturi 
neomenjena, pa je bila metafora USPEH JE KRALJEVSKI. To metaforo lahko pomensko 
povežemo s prvo, saj deluje znotraj istih konceptov. Športnik je borec, ki se bori za svojo 
zmago oz. ozemlje, zmagovalec pa postane kralj in prejme medaljo oz. krono. Druge 
strukturne metafore, ki so se pojavljale v tekstih so bile še ŠPORTNO TEKMOVANJE JE 
PREDSTAVA / IGRA / POSEL / LOV. Vse te metafore so bile manj pogoste, a večinoma precej 
primerljive. Lahko trdimo, da metafore obstajajo v obeh jezikih, le konkretne realizacije se 
razlikujejo. Pojavljali sta se tudi bolj specifični metafori: ŠPORTNIK JE STROJ in ŠPORTNO 
TEKMOVANJE JE KOMUNIKACIJA. Prva izmed teh je bila bolj značilna za angleški jezik, 
medtem ko se je druga pojavljala predvsem v slovenskem jeziku. 
 
Orientacijske (USPEH JE GOR/NAPREJ, PORAZ JE DOL/NAZAJ) in ontološke 
metafore (USPEH JE FIZIČNI PROSTOR / PREDMET / POSODA Z VSEBINO) ter konceptualna 
metonimija (BARVA ZA USPEH ZA ŠPORTNIKA) se niso bistveno razlikovali, kar je bilo tudi 
pričakovati, glede na to, da te metafore temeljijo bolj na našem fizičnem okolju. Za konec 
smo primerjali še izraze, ki so bili v alpsko smučanje prevzeti iz drugih športov, saj je bilo 
pričakovati, da bo angleški jezik svoje besedišče omejil bolj na prevzete izraze. Oba jezika sta 
ponudila nekaj izrazov, prevzetih iz nogometa, v angleščini pa je poleg tega nekajkrat 
uporabljeno tudi besedišče iz konjskih dirk ter rokoborbe in boksa. 
 
Hipotezi, da ima slovenščina v kontekstu alpskega smučanja več metafor, oziroma 
bogatejše metafore kot angleščina, lahko potrdimo zgolj deloma. Večina metafor se lahko 
nanaša tako na alpsko smučanje kot tudi na športna tekmovanja na splošno, ponujata pa oba 
jezika svoje specifične strukture, ki najverjetneje izvirajo v neki meri iz njunega kulturnega 
ozadja. 
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APPENDIX 
SPORTS COMPETITION IS WAR 
(1) V boju za vrh je z osmega mesta najprej napadala Slovakinja Petra Vlhova, ki je 
vodila vse do pete Švicarke Wendy Holdener. [4] 
(2) “[...] Slalom je pač slalom. Ne treniramo ga veliko, kar se pozna. Nekako sem 
ʻprisabljalaʼ dol,” je sklenila Mariborčanka. [4] 
(3) Norvežani so torej po hudem porazu na superveleslalomu vrnili udarec. [5] 
(4) Avstrijke, ki od leta 2011 (Görgl) čakajo na novo zlato (na prejšnjih dveh prvenstvih 
sta jim ga “vzeli” Tina Maze in Ilka Štuhec), so bile poražene. [6] 
(5) Na novo slovensko medaljo v Areju je bilo treba čakati le en dan: Štefan Hadalin, 
slalomski kamikaze, je na kombinacijski tekmi osvojil srebrno snežniko. [7] 
(6) Postavil je najboljši čas slaloma, v skupnem seštevku pa mu je bil kos le Pinturault, ki 
je bil 24 stotink hitrejši in je prvič osvojil zlato medaljo na svetovnih prvenstvih. [7] 
(7) “[...] Škoda, saj smo imeli veliko priložnost, da pridemo naprej, četudi bi potem imeli 
Avstrijce, saj niso nepremagljivi,” je po tekmi menila Ferkova. [8] 
(8) Debitant na SP-ju Marovt pa je dejal: “Vesel sem, da sem dobil priložnost za nastop na 
svetovnem prvenstvu. Mislim, da sem se hrabro boril, žal pa naredil napako in 
ʻzahakljalʼ količek. [...]”. [8] 
(9) Vlhova, ki je Slovaški priborila prvo zlato medaljo na svetovnih prvenstvih v 
alpskem smučanju, je letos naredila velik korak naprej v veleslalomu, kjer v posebni 
razvrstitvi svetovnega pokala trenutno zaseda tretje mesto. [10] 
(10) Čeprav je nezadovoljna s prvo vožnjo dejala, da ji preostane v finalu le popoln 
napad, pa se ji načrt ni izšel. [10] 
(11)  “V finalu sem napadla na vso moč. Vedela sem, da bo v teh razmerah velik boj za 
medalje.” [12] 
(12) “Po vertikali sem se morda malo preveč pomaknil nazaj. Nisem odločno napadel vrat 
in me je, kot pravimo v smučarskem žargonu, odrezalo. Poskusil sem se boriti do 
cilja.” [12] 
(13) V finalu sta se torej za zlato kolajno udarila zgolj Pinturault in Hirscher. [13] 
 
(14)  “This is crazy,” she said. “It was a really tight race, the differences were like nothing. 
It was a fight. It’s tough, all these girls deserved to win.” [14] 
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(15) Paris follows in the footsteps of Christof Innerhofer, who claimed the gold for Italy 
at Garmisch eight years ago. [15] 
(16) Wendy Holdener beats Petra Vlhova by 0.03s to take Combined gold [17] 
(17) After silver medals in combined and Super-G in the last two world championships, 
Jansrud, who has struggled in the speed events this season, finally made it one step 
further up the podium as he beat his great friend and rival. [18] 
(18) Jansrud, 33, made light of the falling snow and poor visibility to win by 0.02 seconds 
and claim a first world title, having won the Olympic Super-G gold at Sochi in 2014. 
[18] 
(19) Wearing the ninth bib, Stuhec set an unbeatable time to wrestle the gold-medal 
position away from Vonn, with Suter then finishing between the pair to claim silver. 
[19] 
(20) He quickly found his rhythm, attacking the shortened slalom course with gusto, and 
his bravery was rewarded as he shot into the lead with a time of 38.92 seconds, 
giving him a total of 1:08.79. [20] 
(21) That defeat brought to an end a run of five straight World Championship podium 
finishes in the event for Sweden. [21] 
(22) Wendy Holdener won the first leg for the Swiss by a margin of 0.28 seconds ahead of 
Katharina Liensberger, but the Austrians struck back with Michael Matt and 
Katharina Truppe taking the next two legs. [21] 
(23)  “[...] What a battle. It came down to very small margins, there were a couple of little 
bobbles, but it really was a fantastic race from all of them. [...]” [24] 
(24) The American was third after the first run but came out in blistering form to claim the 
crown with a run of 59.82 seconds giving her a combined time of 1:57.05 - a clear 
0.58 quicker than second-placed Anna Swenn Larsson. [25] 
 
SUCCESS IS ROYAL 
(25) Italijan Dominik Paris je v Areju odlično sezono kronal z naslovom svetovnega 
prvaka v superveleslalomu, kar je njegova prva zlata medalja na največjih 
tekmovanjih. [2] 
(26) Ilka Štuhec veličastno ubranila smukaško kraljestvo [6] 
(27) Postala je prva alpska smučarka po 30 letih oziroma Švicarki Marii Walliser, ki je 
ubranila naslov v kraljevski disciplini. [6] 
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(28) “Henrik veliki” prvak na pomladanskem snegu, Kranjec peti [11] 
(29) Med njimi tudi šesti Kranjec, ki je v tej sezoni edini, ki je v svetovnem pokalu (pet 
veleslalomov) “zmotil” vladavino Hirscherja. [11] 
(30) [...] je povedala slalomska kraljica, ki je nastopila prehlajena, po dopoldanskem 
nastopu pa je tožila, da ima izpraznjene baterije. [12] 
 
(31) Wendy Holdener defended her World Championship Combined title on Friday as she 
edged out Petra Vlhova by 0.03s. [17] 
(32) Lindsey Vonn ended her glittering career with a brilliant bronze as Ilka Stuhec 
defended her downhill crown at the World Championships in Are. [19] 
(33) The ʻQueen of the Slopesʼ and most decorated female skiier of all time - having 
won Olympic gold in 2010 as well as 82 World Cup events - was third down the 
slopes and her time of 1:02.23 proved to be the early time to beat. [19] 
(34) Mikaela Shiffrin produced a remarkable second run to win her fourth successive 
slalom World Championship crown in Are. [25] 
 
SPORTS COMPETITION IS A PERFORMANCE 
(35) To je bila predstava za anale, z le eno manjšo napako (v spodnjem delu je v levem 
zavoju malce zgrešila idealno linijo) in z brezhibno odsmučanim srednjim delom, ko 
je bilo treba po skoku v desnem zavoju odnesti veliko hitrosti v zadnji del. [6] 
(36) Vonnova je sicer še enkrat potrdila, da je odločitev o slovesu od belega cirkusa 
dokončna. [6] 
(37) Štefan Hadalin je odprl slalomski del kombinacije in izkoristil lepo progo. [7] 
(38) Na večernem spektaklu je v Areju z izjemnim smučanjem v finalu za 20 stotink 
premagal obolelega velemojstra Marcela Hirsherja[sic]. [11] 
 
(39) "[...] I thought it would be the right thing to do to give it a hell of a show – Jansrud 
first and me second," said Svindal. [18] 
(40) Lindsey Vonn bows out with brilliant bronze, Ilka Stuhec defends downhill crown 
[19] 
(41) As the top half of the start list took to the snow home favourite Sara Hector set the 
new pace as she put down a time of 1:00.94 in her second run but fellow Swede Frida 
Hansdotter couldn’t match that speed. [23] 
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(42) As the rest of the competition took to the snow the only rider who get close to 
Hirscher’s time was Alexis Pinturault, who finished 0.56 back from the Austrian. [26] 
 
SPORTS COMPETITION IS A GAMBLE 
(43) Najboljša smučarka zadnjih let Mikaela Shiffrin je v Areju upravičila vlogo favoritinje 
in v igri stotink prišla do naslova svetovne prvakinje v superveleslalomu. [1] 
(44) “Ogled in lastna ocena sta bili pomembni, da narediš pravo smer čez prelomnico. Vsi 
poskusijo dati svoj maksimum in včasih se ne izide. Danes je bilo treba vse te valove 
res natančno odpeljati,” pa je pokomentiral številne odstope, ko je le tveganje 
prineslo rezultat. [2] 
(45) Dolg in naporen dan specialistom za hitre discipline ni prinesel sreče. [7] 
(46) Shiffrinova s praznimi baterijami do pokra slalomskih naslovov [12] 
 
(47) Reichelt, one of the quickest in the training runs, had deliberately given himself a low 
starting place by not showing up for the bib ceremony, but his gamble backfired as 
he got snagged in some soft snow and lost time. [18] 
(48) “It's always full gas in the second run and I will see where I can maybe take some 
more risks.” [22] 
(49) After just missing out, Hirscher will bid for a record-equalling seventh gold when 
looking to defend another title in the Slalom on Sunday, live on Eurosport, with 
Kristoffersen and Pinturault in pursuit once more. [24] 
 
SPORTS COMPETITION IS BUSINESS 
(50) Če so dobile pet od šestih smukov sezone svetovnega pokala, so tokrat iztržile le 
četrto mesto Stephanie Venier. [6] 
(51) Priznal je, da je tvegal več kot na treningih, a plačal tudi davek, saj mu je napaka v 
spodnjem delu vzela kar nekaj hitrosti. [7] 
(52) Čeprav je na finalni progi naredila nekaj napak, pa je bila zelo hitra in se ji je popoln 
napad obrestovala[sic]. [10] 
 
(53) Olympic downhill champion Svindal, who will end his glittering career after the 
championships, came agonisingly close to becoming the first man to win three 
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downhill world titles - a small mistake in the closing stages of his run probably 
costing the 36-year-old a fairytale gold. [18] 
(54) Austria's Vincent Kriechmayr was third, 0.33 seconds back, to earn his second medal 
of the week after sharing silver with Johan Clarey in the Super-G. [18] 
(55) “It's a big, big moment for me, for my family, for my team mates and for my partners 
also, because we worked so much this year and it looks like the work is paying 
back now,” an elated Pinturault said. [20] 
 
SPORTS COMPETITION IS A HUNT 
(56) Ferkovi se je nastop ponesrečil, a je ujela dobro izhodišče za slalom, ki ga je kot 30. 
odprla. [4] 
(57) Na štartu ni bilo olimpijske podprvakinje Američanke Mikaele Shiffrin, ki se ne želi 
preobremeniti in bo v Areju po superveleslalomskem zlatu lovila še slalomsko in 
veleslalomsko zlato. [4] 
(58) Bronasto medaljo je osvojil Vincent Kriechmayr, tako da bo Avstrija še počakala na 
tako želeno zlato medaljo, ki jo lovi od leta 2003. [5] 
(59) Na progi, kjer je leta 2007 slavil prvega od dveh smukaških naslovov (drugič mu je to 
uspelo v Schladmingu 2013), je Svindal le za dve stotinki (54 centimetrov) zgrešil 
novo zlato medaljo. [5] 
 
(60) Alexis Pinturault of France burst out of the pack to claim the gold in the men's 
combined event at the Alpine World Skiing Championships in Are on Monday as the 
Swedish weather once again made it tough for the competitors. [20] 
(61) After missing the podium in Pyeongchang last year, Marco Schwarz was 
disappointed with his run but delighted to hang on to third place. [20] 
(62) “It really was a great race, the racers who finished in the top three were the fastest and 
managed to separate themselves from the chasing pack. [...]” [24] 
 
AN ATHLETE IS A MACHINE 
(63) Shiffrinova s praznimi baterijami do pokra slalomskih naslovov [12] 
(64) [...] je povedala slalomska kraljica, ki je nastopila prehlajena, po dopoldanskem 
nastopu pa je tožila, da ima izpraznjene baterije. [12] 
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(65) Hirscher, the 2017 winner, was third to run and instantly found the perfect line on the 
snow and found an extra gear compared to his competitors. [16] 
(66) “I have another gear left to go and I'm just going to rest tomorrow and be ready for 
Sunday,” said the 34-year-old. [17] 
(67) Looking to build on a disappointing first run The Rocket flew out of the gate in his 
second attempt, clocking a time of 1:03.31, the third best time on the second run. [26] 
 
SPORTS COMPETITION IS COMMUNICATION 
(68) “Sedem deklet iz prve trideseterice po smuku ni startalo slaloma. Rekla sem si: Okej, 
ʻpoborbamʼ, kolikor lahko. Mislim, da sin imam česa očitati,” je po kombinacijskem 
nastopu dejala Štuhčeva, ki je zadovoljna zlasti z odgovori, ki jih je dobila s 
kombinacijskega smuka. [4] 
(69) Veliko zgodbo je spisala Lindsey Vonn, ki je na zadnji tekmi kariere ‒ tako kot v 
soboto Aksel Lund Svindal ‒ osvojila medaljo, in sicer bronasto [...]. [6] 
(70) Smučal je v svojem ritmu in takrat, ko mu to uspe, prave konkurence nima. S pravo 
slalomsko poezijo je konkurenco pustil daleč zadaj. Manj kot sekundo (0,56) je za 
njim zaostal le Francoz Alexis Pinturault. [13] 
 
(71) However, Holdener responded with a run of 49.00 dead which was enough to give 
her the lead over Vlhova by just 0.03s. [17] 
 
SUCCESS IS UP, FAILURE IS DOWN 
(72) Shiffrinova v finišu na vrh kljub skromni hitrosti [1] 
(73) Do konca se je najbolj tresla ob nastopu Nemke Viktorie Rebensburg, ki je s sedmimi 
stotinkami zaostanka ostala tik pod zmagovalnim odrom. [1] 
(74) “Na progi sem se počutil res dobro. Smučal sem kar na visoki ravni. Se mi je pa 
pripetila ena taktična napaka, zaradi katere sem izgubil dosti časa ter vrhunsko 
uvrstitev,” je dejal Čater, ki pričakuje, da mu bo nastop brez napak uspel na sobotnem 
smuku. [2] 
(75) Corinne Suter više kot do srebra ni mogla [6] 
(76) “Nastop se ni izšel, kot sem si želela. Drugi je bil še slabši kot prvi. Iz takšnih tekem 
poskusiš kaj pozitivnega izvleči, drugače jih pa čim prej pozabiti,” je takoj po tekmi 
dejala Meta Hrovat, ki je seveda imela bistveno višje cilje. [10] 
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(77) Lindsey Vonn initially went top after her run, despite sporting a black eye from her 
terrible crash in the Super-G earlier in the week, but slowly slipped down the 
leaderboard to eighth. [17] 
(78) After silver medals in combined and Super-G in the last two world championships, 
Jansrud, who has struggled in the speed events this season, finally made it one step 
further up the podium as he beat his great friend and rival. [18] 
(79) “It really was a great race, the racers who finished in the top three were the fastest and 
managed to separate themselves from the chasing pack. I felt they were head and 
shoulders above the rest. What a battle. [...]” [24] 
(80) Meanwhile, Pinturault had led at the halfway stage, but in going down last the 
Frenchman succumbed to the pressure and slipped down to bronze, 0.42 seconds off 
the pace. [24] 
 
SUCCESS IS FORWARD, FAILURE IS BACKWARD 
(81) Siebenhoferjeva je za bronom zaostala štiri stotinke sekunde in v cilju ni mogla 
skrivati solz. [4] 
(82) Serviser Aleš Sopotnik, ki je leta 2007 Anji Pärson (tri zlate medalje na tistem SP-ju) 
pripravljal smuči, je spet opravil veliko delo, Ilkine smuči so bile zelo hitre, na prvem 
vmesnem času je bila 41 stotink pred Vonnovo. [6] 
(83) Tudi Italijan Dominic Paris, ki je bil najhitrejši po smuku, se naposled na načeti 
slalomski progi ni znašel in je nazadoval na 9. mesto. [7] 
(84) “[...] Želela sem, da uspemo in gremo naprej ter končno naredimo en preskok. To ti 
lahko uspe le, če imaš veliko željo in se tako pripraviš na tekmo. [...]”. [8] 
(85) Vlhova, ki je Slovaški priborila prvo zlato medaljo na svetovnih prvenstvih v alpskem 
smučanju, je letos naredila velik korak naprej v veleslalomu, kjer v posebni 
razvrstitvi svetovnega pokala trenutno zaseda tretje mesto. [10] 
(86) Smučal je v svojem ritmu in takrat, ko mu to uspe, prave konkurence nima. S pravo 
slalomsko poezijo je konkurenco pustil daleč zadaj. Manj kot sekundo (0,56) je za 
njim zaostal le Francoz Alexis Pinturault. [13] 
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(87) With Olympic champion Marcel Hirscher skipping the race, Stefan Hadalin of 
Slovenia made the most of being first out on the slalom course to take the silver 
medal, 0.24 seconds behind the winner. [20] 
(88) Third-placed Marco Schwarz of Austria was left to rue a less-than-perfect second run 
that left him settling for bronze, 0.22 seconds further back. [20] 
(89) “[...] When you are that far ahead of the others when it was pretty beat out there, 
lots of chatter marks then you have to take your hats off to the course crew in the 
preparation because it is tough to get a good race off in these conditions and they did a 
great job.” [24] 
 
ACHIEVEMENT IS A PHYSICAL POSITION 
(90) Edini Slovenec, ki je prišel do cilja, je bil Martin Čater. Zasedel je 13. mesto. [2] 
(91) Še najbolj sta se mu približala Francoz Johan Clarey in Avstrijec Vincent 
Kriechmayr, ki sta si z zaostankom devetih stotink razdelila srebro. [2] 
(92) Beat Feuz, ki je zlato kolajno osvojil pred dvema letoma v St. Moritzu, je pristal na 
četrtem mestu, medaljo je zgrešil za 11 stotink sekunde. [5] 
(93) Že na drugem vmesnem času se je znašla v zaostanku za tedaj vodilno Švedinjo Saro 
Hector. [10] 
(94) Ker so bili na prvi progi vodilni trije povsem skupaj (Pinturault je bil 10 stotink pred 
Hirscherjem in 18 pred Kristoffersenom), je bil finale še toliko vznemirljivejši, na ne 
tako zelo selektivni progi pa so odločale malenkosti. [11] 
(95) “[...] Če bi mi res uspela popolna izvedba, bi mi morda uspelo priti do medalje," je 
povedal Kranjec, ki je krepko izboljšal svojo najboljšo uvrstitev s SP-jev (22.). [11] 
 
(96) Holdener finished fifth in the Downhill earlier in the day with Vlhova sitting joint 
eighth with Lindsey Vonn, who used the early stage as a training run for Sunday's 
event. [17] 
(97) Slovenian Stuhec then set a stunning time of 1:01.74, 0.49 seconds quicker than Vonn, 
while Switzerland’s Corinne Suter slotted in to silver position after posting 1:01.97. 
[19] 
(98) Lying in 24th position after the downhill leg, Pinturault combined skilful slalom 
skiing with a considerable slice of luck as the worst of the weather held off during his 
decisive run. [20] 
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(99) After missing the podium in Pyeongchang last year, Marco Schwarz was disappointed 
with his run but delighted to hang on to third place. [20] 
(100) “[...] For her to put that kind of skiing down in that second run especially, and not 
really breathing – something that is so important in slalom because the rhythm is so 
quick – just proves where she stands in the slalom in the world.” [25] 
 
ACHIEVEMENT IS AN OBJECT 
(101) Še najbolj sta se mu približala Francoz Johan Clarey in Avstrijec Vincent Kriechmayr, 
ki sta si z zaostankom devetih stotink razdelila srebro. [2] 
(102) Matthias Mayer je dobil četrtkov moški trening smuka. [3] 
(103) Tretje mesto je pripadlo Norvežanki Ragnhild Mowinckel. [4] 
(104) Srebrna izpred dveh let Švicarka Michelle Gisin, ki je dobila lansko olimpijsko 
kombinacijo v Pjongčangu, je zaradi poškodbe gležnja izpustila letošnji SP. [4] 
(105) Avstrijke, ki od leta 2011 (Görgl) čakajo na novo zlato (na prejšnjih dveh prvenstvih 
sta jim ga “vzeli” Tina Maze in Ilka Štuhec), so bile poražene. [6]  
(106) “V finalu sem vedel, da Alexis ni prevzel vodstva, ampak še vedno sem moral dobro 
zvoziti, preživeti vse luknje in grbine ter napasti pred ciljem. Neverjetno vse skupaj, da 
sem osvojil še eno zlato na mogoče svojem zadnjem prvenstvu,” je dodal. [13] 
 
(107) Wendy Holdener beats Petra Vlhova by 0.03s to take Combined gold [17]  
(108) Austria's Vincent Kriechmayr was third, 0.33 seconds back, to earn his second medal 
of the week after sharing silver with Johan Clarey in the Super-G. [18] 
(109) Ramon Zenhaeusern skied a superb final heat to snatch gold for Switzerland in the 
team event at the Alpine skiing world championships in Are, edging out Marco 
Schwarz of Austria in the last leg of the final. [21] 
(110) Wendy Holdener won the first leg for the Swiss by a margin of 0.28 seconds ahead of 
Katharina Liensberger, but the Austrians struck back with Michael Matt and Katharina 
Truppe taking the next two legs. [21] 
(111) The Norwegian was third after the first run, but overcame a 0.18 seconds deficit to 
grab his first medal at a world championships. [24] 
 
ACHIEVEMENT IS AN ENTITY 
(112) Zmagoslavje Parisa, Čater z 59 stotinkami zaostanka zunaj deseterice [2] 
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(113) S številko 22 je bila na dobri poti, da se prebije med deseterico, saj so bili vmesni časi 
najboljši zunaj vodilne šesterice, a je naredila veliko napako in lepa uvrstitev je šla 
po zlu. [12] 
 
(114) Norway's 2014 Olympic champion Kjetil Jansrud was one of those who didn't, 
finishing outside the top 20 and more than a second behind, while Austrian Christian 
Mayer, the Olympic champion, missed a gate. [15] 
(115) “It really was a great race, the racers who finished in the top three were the fastest 
and managed to separate themselves from the chasing pack. [...]” [24] 
 
Metaphorical expressions from other sports: 
(116) Jansrud je s številko šest z veliko prednostjo (65 stotink) prevzel vodstvo, edini, ki je 
ogrozil njegovo zmago, pa je bil Svindal, ki je na svoji zadnji dirki kariere štartal 
deveti. [5] (RACING) 
(117) Poraženka dneva je Wendy Holdener, ki je “ob polčasu” vodila, v finalu pa je 
svetovna prvakinja v kombinaciji in pred dvema letoma srebrna v St. Moritzu klonila 
pod pritiskom in nazadovala na 17. mesto. [12] (FOOTBALL) 
 
(118) Kjetil Jansrud led a Norwegian one-two to win gold in a weather-hit men's downhill 
at the Alpine skiing world championships on Saturday, edging out team mate Aksel 
Lund Svindal by the narrowest of margins. [18] (FOOTBALL) 
(119) However Vlhova beat her great rival and then nervously watched on as Rebensburg 
rode out as the last rider. [23] (HORSE RACING) 
(120) Clara Direz of France was the first to tackle Robinson’s overall time but still riders 
were finding the going tough with the surface smoother compared to the opening run 
and the wind really picking up. [23] (WRESTLING and HORSE RACING) 
(121) Henrik Kristoffersen stuns Hirscher and Pinturault to clinch Giant Slalom gold [24] 
(BOXING) 
 
Metonymy: MATERIAL/COLOUR FOR OBJECT FOR ACHIEVEMENT 
(122) To je druga medalja za Italijo na svetovnem prvenstvu, potem ko je bila Sofia Goggia 
v torek v isti disciplini srebrna. [2] 
(123) Srebrna je bila Corinne Suter, bronasta Lindsey Vonn. [6] 
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(124) Ko je čestitala zlati Ilki, ni mogla skriti čustev in je potočila kar nekaj solz. [6] 
(125) Nova medalja v Areju: Hadalin od 30. mesta do srebrne snežinke [7] 
(126) Marcel Hirscher s srebrom seveda ni bil povsem zadovoljen, [...] [11] 
(127) Gostiteljica letošnjega SP-ja Švedska je po zaslugi srebrne Anne Swenn Larsson le 
osvojila prvo medaljo, bronasta pa je bila Slovakinja Petra Vlhova. [12] 
(128) Za zlato je bilo treba napasti z vso močjo [12] 
 
(129) It was the Italian's first ever World Championship gold silver[sic], with his only other 
podium finish being silver in the downhill at Schladming back in 2013. [15] 
(130) Kjetil Jansrud denies Svindal fairytale finish with gold run at World Champions [18] 
(131) Lindsey Vonn bows out with brilliant bronze, Ilka Stuhec defends downhill crown 
[19] 
(132) Germany suffered heartbreak in the bronze medal battle against Italy, with Linus 
Strasser believing he had secured the medal for his team before being disqualified for 
cutting a gate with one of his skis. [21] 
(133) American favourite Mikaela Shiffrin will require a second-run charge in the giant 
slalom on Thursday if she is to claim her second gold medal of the Alpine skiing 
world championships. [22] 
(134) The bronze went to Petra Vlhova who put in a tremendous effort in her second run to 
make up time lost in the first. [25] 
(135) Marcel Hirscher was in a class of his own on Sunday as he won his third Slalom gold 
at the World Championships leading an Austrian clean sweep of the medals. [26] 
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